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DEAR READERS

Costa Cálida Chronicle - February 2021
Our thoughts are with those who have
lost loved ones over the past year
and for those who are still suffering
during these very difficult times.
Like all disasters, we will overcome
this diversity, but it will take time
and a lot of care and thought from
everyone. As said by one perceptive
person – “Tough times don’t last.
Tough people do!”

Having
managed
to
celebrate
Christmas, New Year and Three
Kings, albeit on a much smaller scale
than normal, Carnaval time in Spain
is just not going to happen. February
is normally the time of parades,
celebrating and generally having
fun, but 2021 is going to be very
different. This does not mean that
we cannot go out if restrictions allow,
sticking to the rules/regulations,
hand sanitizing, wearing a mask,
distancing etc, but we all need to be
aware that local businesses need our
support. Check out our Supporting
Local Businesses section on pages
16-19 to see what our hard working
businesses are offering this month
including St Valentine’s Day offers.
In addition to helping our existing
advertisers
to
promote
their
businesses, we welcome the following
this month:
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Welcome
El Alamillo Wellness
Garden Centre 2003
Spot On
Welcome Back
Telecable
The Grove Restaurant
As the longest established magazine
in the area, the Costa Cálida
Chronicle is very proud to print the
best articles each and every month
for our readers from a fantastic team
of Contributors. This month we have
two articles on the Bitcoin which has
been in the news lately and we would
also like to welcome Adrian & Dawn
Leyland Bridge and Tony Fuller to
the team with their amazing articles
on local Historical ‘Snippets’ and
information on Cartagena starting
with the Military Museum.
Unfortunately,
due
to
COVID
restrictions all exhibitions etc in the
area have been cancelled. If the
situation improves, please contact
your local Tourist Information Centre
to see if these have been re-instated.
During these difficult times, please
adhere to all COVID restrictions as
this is the only way that we will beat
the virus and return to normal. Take
care and stay safe from all of us at
the Costa Cálida Chronicle

THANK YOU
TO OUR

CONTRIBUTORS
Adrian & Dawn Leyland Bridge – History
Snippets
Andy Hurrell – Disease Management/
Bitcoin
George Mitchell – Never a Dull Moment
Jane Cronin – Learning Spanish
Keith Littlewood – Finance
Martin Freeman – Renewable Energy
Martin O’Hanlon – Birding in Murcia
Rainbow Satellites – TV News
Sara Millbank – Ma Millbank/Sara’s
Travel Blog
Silvana Buxton – News From Your
Councillor
Think Spain – Spanish News/
Tony Fuller – History of Cartagena
XLR Radio – Music Artistes
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Sales & Marketing
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Martine Shindler - Office Manager
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costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
www.costacalidachronicle.com
www.costacalidachronicle.com/
articles-main/costa-calida-chronicleblog/
Our office address is:
Calle Jara,
Camposol B,
Mazarrón,
Murcia 30875
FIND US INSIDE ANOTHER WORLD
PROPERTIES ON CAMPOSOL B.
Office Opening hours:
Tuesday 10am-2pm
Wednesday 1.30pm-5.30pm
Thursday 10am-12pm (by appointment
only)
Payments can also be made in our office on
Monday-Friday 10am - 4pm. If you would
like to place an advertisement
or write an article to be included in the
Costa Cálida Chronicle, then please send it
to us costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
To our advertisers.

If you have sent an email to the CCC and
NOT received any acknowledgement
then you can assume that we have
not received it.
In line with our customer service
policy we always reply to every email
even if it is just a short note to say
“got it”.

Costa Calida Chronicle
Price List - All Prices are excluding IVA
Full Page

Half Page

Size of advert

19cm wide
26,5 cm high

x 19cm wide
13,1cm high

Full Colour

250,00€

135,00€

Quarter Page

x 9,3cm wide
13,1cm high

85,00€

Medium

Small

Business Card

x 12,6cm wide x 6,25cm wide x 9,3cm wide
8,7cm high or 8,7cm high
5cm high
6,25 wide x 17,5
cm high
75,00€

45,00€

x

40,00€

To advertise with us contact Sales on 619 199 407 or email us on costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
DISCLAIMER
Whilst the CCC are happy to accept monthly reports from the various organizations in the area, the articles printed are not necessarily
the opinions of the editor or publisher and the contents should be viewed as a guideline only. Professional advice should be sought
to cover any information printed therein. Advertisements and reports are not formally endorsed by the CCC. We cannot accept
responsibility for advertisers’ works, service or goods. The publishers endeavour to ensure the contents are correct, but cannot accept
responsibility for the effects of errors or omissions.
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Project
RDP
(Remembrance
Day
Plaque) has now been completed by a
small team of Humanists; Jon, Joan, Annie,
Geoff and Audrey.

Remembrance Tree

Camposol Reading Group managed to
meet in early January to discuss the two
books we read during December. Both
novels prompted interesting debate as
usual!
All
The
L o n e l y
People
by
Mike
Gayle
is a pleasant,
easy
read,
telling
the
tale
of
H u b e r t ,
from
when
he
arrived
in
England
from Jamaica
in the early
1960s
to
the present
day living as
an
elderly
widower in Bromley. This novel was
largely enjoyed by everyone, with
strong characterisation and interesting
storytelling, alternating chapters on
Hubert’s life when he first came to London
with his rather lonely life now.
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The original RDP had been sitting peacefully
in a park in Mazarrón for 5 years, but 15
months ago it was vandalised. Rather
than buy a new one which if replaced,
would undoubtedly have been damaged,
it was decided to find a venue where it
is was likely to be safer. With the help
of the Camposol Remembrance Day
Committee and Los Palicios Garden &
Community Group, a new location was
located in the Camposol Remembrance
Park.

membrane was laid and 12 bags of white
pebbles covered the area. A red bow was
added to celebrate the Winter Solstice.

A new plaque was commissioned and a
jacaranda tree was bought. The group
of five then set about digging a hole for
the tree and watering it until the Garden
Group was able provide a supply. A ring
of large rocks was then added. Finally, a

For more information about the Humanists
of Murcia go to their Facebook page or visit
their website www.humanistsofmurcia.
com

We discussed prejudices that people
experienced in the mid-20th Century, and
the battles faced by many. Hubert had
overcome many early difficulties and found
happiness with his wife and two children
in a mixed race marriage. The part of
the book we least enjoyed was the fact
that Rose, his daughter, was supposedly
coming to visit from Australia, but then it
was revealed that she had been dead five
years and although imaginary phone calls
with her each week were credible given
Hubert’s loneliness, the impending arrival
of Rose was not. We felt the themes of
depression, loyalty and loneliness were
explored well in the novel and it was
uplifting despite the death of his wife and
daughter and no reconciliation with his
addict son David. The positive aspect of
the book came from Hubert meeting many
people on his quest to ‘end loneliness in
Bromley’.

in the reader. The person you saw just as
a murderer initially won much sympathy
as the pages were turned and the victim
became more disliked as each chapter
unfolded. Other characters were gradually
revealed and explored as the story was
told. We particularly liked Mutesi, the
grandmother and nurse from Rwanda.
Although we were shocked and saddened
by the end of the book, we felt the final
chapter closed the story appropriately.

The Secrets of Strangers by Charity
Norman was also well received by the
group as a whole. This book was set in
a café in South London, where several
customers were held hostage by a crazy
man with a gun, who had just shot the
café owner dead. It was a clever novel
that brought about a change of attitude

If
you
would
like any further
details
about
C a m p o s o l
R e a d i n g
Group, please contact Angela Jones on
626 736 874

The Winter Solstice was also celebrated at
La Barraca Restaurant by a select group
of Humanists & walkers to round off the
year.
Walking (easy & harder) may start up
again once the regulations allow small
groups to meet.

Our books for
February are:
The
Heart’s
I n v i s i b l e
Furies by John
Boyne
Love
After
Love by Ingrid
Persaud
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The date of Chinese New Year is different
every year. Generally it is between January
21st and February 22nd.
According to the Chinese Lunar Calendar,
there are ‘big’ years and ‘small’ years.
‘Big’ years can be up to 384 days, but
‘small’ years can be only 355 days. During
‘big’ years, the Chinese New Year moves
to late February, but during ‘small’ years,
it goes back to late January, so there is a
range of 32 days.
2021 Chinese New Year is on Friday
February 12th and is the year of the Ox.
Years of the Ox - 1913, 1925, 1937,
1949, 1961, 1973, 1985, 1997, 2009,
2021
Fire Ox – 1937/1997 – clever/selfcentred/outspoken
Earth Ox – 1949/2009 – righteous/strict/
hard to have high opinion of others
Metal Ox – 1961/2021 – indecisive/
suspicious/patient
Water Ox – 1913/1973 – upright/honest/
incommunicative
Wood Ox – 1925/1985 – stubborn/
steady/introversive
Oxen
are
the
hard
w o r k e r s
in
the
background,
intelligent
and reliable,
but
never

demanding praise.
They are honest with strong devotion
to work.
They are talented leaders with strong
faith.

Best match with Ox: Rat, Snake,
Monkey, or Rooster
Both Oxen and Snakes are both willing
to work long to live better. The Snake will
look up to the persistent Ox and provide
genuine support during hardships.
Steady Oxen and cheerful Roosters
have
complementing
personalities
and hold the same goals in life.
Rat and Monkey fit Ox nicely as well, but
be aware that sometimes the Monkey will
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do some small tricks on Ox.
Worst Match with Ox: Tiger, Dragon,
Horse, or Goat
Tiger
and
Dragon
can
only
tolerate Ox to a certain extent.
Horse may make a rocky relationship with
Ox and it is hard to find common ground
between Goat and Ox.

someone still in bed - let them get up
from bed first, or they will be bed-ridden
for the entire year.
10. Chinese gift-giving taboos - clocks
are the worst gifts. It is like paying one’s
last respects.

Oxen’ Unlucky Things:
Unlucky numbers: 3, 4
Unlucky colour: blue
Unlucky direction: northwest
Chinese New Year Taboos
1. Do not say negative words - death,
sick, empty, pain, ghost, poor, break, kill
etc.
2. Do not break ceramics or glass breaking things will break your connection
to prosperity and fortune. If a plate or
bowl is dropped, immediately wrap it with
red paper while murmuring auspicious
phrases. After the New Year, throw the
wrapped up shards into a lake or river.
3. Do not clean or sweep – the day
before New Year, cleaning is done to
sweep away the bad luck. Bag up any
rubbish and throw it away after the 5th
day.
4. Do not use scissors, knives or other
sharp objects - sharp objects will cut
your stream of wealth and success. This is
why 99% of hair salons are closed during
the holidays. Hair cutting is taboo and
forbidden until all festivities are over.
5. Do not visit the wife’s family returning to her parents on New Year’s
Day means that there are marriage
problems and may also bring bad luck to
the entire family.
6. Do not demand debt repayment –
this will bring bad luck to both parties.
However, it’s fair game after the 5th day!
Borrowing money is also taboo.
7. Avoid fighting and crying - if a child
cries, do not reprimand them. All issues
should be solved peacefully. Neighbours
used to play peacemaker to ensure a
smooth path in the New Year.
8. Avoid taking medicine – do not
take medicine during the Spring Festival
to avoid being sick the entire year. Don’t
visit the doctor. Don’t perform/undergo
surgery. Don’t get injections.
9. Do not give New Year blessings to

Chinese New Year Clothes
This is a time of change and new
beginnings; removing the old and
welcoming the new. New clothes are
auspicious and can protect you from evil
spirits and they add to the festivities.
In the past, China was an agrarian society.
There was only one harvest per year in the
north and 2-3 in the south. Throughout the
entire year, people scrimped and saved,
but during Chinese New Year, people could
finally splurge and treat themselves.
Often, clothes will be given as gifts from
the family. As a sign of a fresh start, it’s
best to wear your new attire on New
Year’s Day.
Go for red and stay away from black or
white, as they are regarded as unlucky
and negative.
If you’re looking for some stylish shoes,
many major brands have started releasing
Chinese New Year themed shoes, but
some Chinese, especially Cantonese, are
superstitious about buying shoes during the
Chinese New Year holiday. You should
never give shoes as a gift, as the Chinese
word for shoes sounds like the word for
evil or bad luck.
Look out for special meals in your local
Chinese restaurant.
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I’m writing this just after Three Kings
celebrations have finished. It’s pouring with
rain and as anticipated we are back into a
regional lockdown. Not a particularly good
start to 2021, but this won’t deter us from
continuing our work to help neglected and
abandoned animals in the Mazarrón area.
We
were
lucky to have
a
window
over
the
Christmas
and
Three
Kings period
when
we
were
able
to
put
on
some fund raising events. Karen’s Quiz
Night kept the grey cells moving, while Alex
Tipping from the Jersey Boys serenaded us
with songs from Michael Buble, Elton John
and Sir Tom Jones. The ever-popular Bazz
Norton and Moya entertained us on Three
Kings and as usual they didn’t disappoint
with a fabulous performance. Although
most of our team live in the Cartagena
area, we were still hoping to continue with
the planned events for January as luckily
the wonderful staff at Zambuca Beach Bar
and Restaurant were happy to run these
fund raisers for us. Unfortunately this was
curtailed with further restrictions. It is going

Choose Your Battles
I don’t know about you, but in life I have found
that sometimes it is necessary to ‘Choose
Your Battles’. My experience of ‘draggingup’ eight children with their differences and
peculiarities has taught me that some issues
are more important than others and on
occasions a degree of flexibility is essential
when taking into account the personality you
are dealing with at any particular time. Of
course there are definite no-no’s, but there
are also situations in which some give-andtake can be sensible.
Do we let an incident slide so we can tackle a
more important issue, or do we make a scene
out of everything in order to be consistent?
Wisdom and experience teach us to ‘Choose
our Battles’.
Do you remember Lazarus? Well he was

to be a very hard time ahead for everyone.
With permission from the local police we still
continued
to transport
dogs
to
safety and to
their forever
h o m e s .
Although
Brexit
has
caused some
issues
with
taking dogs
to the UK,
FMA
and
the fabulous
organisations
we
work
with
have
worked hard
to ensure that all the correct regulations are
put into place. Working in animal rescue has
its ups and downs and although we have to
remember the vast numbers of animals we
have saved from neglect and suffering, there
are times when animals have come to us
too late. With these cases we just have to
remember that at least we were there to help
them through their last days and provide
love and care in their final hours.
Another issue facing us is the number of

www.costacalidachronicle.com

Thank you as
ever to all our
supporters,
fund raisers,
donators,
knitters,
b a k e r s ,
fosterers,
adopters,
transporters
- you are all part of our FMA family and we
couldn’t exist without you.
Fund Raising
We still have numbers available in our 100
Club and if anyone has any ideas for fund
raisers during lockdown please contact us.
Keep following our Facebook page for all our
news and events at Friends-of-MazarrónAnimals

dead, yes really dead, like no heartbeat …
dead, in fact wrapped up in bandages and
placed in a tomb dead, but Jesus, remember
Him… raised Lazarus from the dead and yet
despite this evidence of a clearly blessed
life, death, or whatever it was, the Scribes
and Pharisees decided it would be better if
Lazarus was dead again and this time simply
remained dead, so they plot, in their wisdom,
to kill him…. Really? I mean he had already
been dead and was brought back to life!
What were they thinking?
‘Choose Your Battles’
Even if you kill him, he is not going to
stay dead if Jesus is involved. Look at the
evidence and learn from experience; perhaps
even acknowledge that Jesus doesn’t respect
death, only life.
“I am the way, the Truth, and the life”, He
said in John 14 v 6.
If Jesus is God and
God is who He claims
to be, then you and
I are not going to
beat Him…… ‘Choose
Your Battles’ is good
advice.
Remember
You can join us on
Zoom on a Sunday
morning
at
11am
Spanish
time
and
10am UK Time.
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our dogs testing positive for Leishmania.
They are all currently receiving treatment
and are healthy, so it is a shame that there
appears to be a stigma attached to this very
common Mediterranean disease preventing
them from finding homes as quickly as
others. The vast majority will go on to lead
perfectly normal healthy lives and we will
not turn our backs on these dogs as they
deserve a happy life like any other dog
and we are happy to discuss this condition
if people would like further information.

Sunday 21st February
We will be Looking at Who Is
Christianity Explored which
followed by some discussion
topic.
ID 858 0435 5966
The Password is …Sharing….
All Are Really Welcome. Feel

Jesus with
is a video
around the

Free.
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Roman Catholic Church:
We are in St Joseph’s Church (El Saladillo),
near Camposol and Mazarrón Country Club
urbanizations (exit 17, RM3 motorway).

to fight and
my
fingers
to war. He is
my Protector
and I have
hoped
in
Him.”
(cf.
P s a l m s
144:1-2).

Schedule of Masses:
Saturday: Mass at 4:30 PM (in English).
Schedule of Confessions:
Saturday
from 3.15pm-4.20pm. (Also on request).
The Autobiography of Saint Thérèse of
Lisieux (The Little Flower); a Carmelite
sister.
Dear Mother: I have no longer any desire
save to love Him until I die. I am free. I
fear nothing now, not even what I dreaded
more than anything else; a long illness
that would make me a burden to the
Community. Should it please the Good God,
I am quite content to have my bodily and
mental sufferings prolonged for years. I do
not fear a long life; I do not shrink from
the struggle. The Lord is the Rock upon
which I stand—“Who teaches my hands

Using your mobile phone whilst driving
could prove very expensive and painful now,
as new road safety rules apply. The new
rules also lower the speed limits on urban
roads limiting electric scooters to 25 kph.
D r i v i n g
L i c e n c e
P o i n t s
S y s t e m :
Driving whilst
using a mobile
phone:
The
200€
fine will be
maintained.
Increased from 3 to 6 points.
Not using a seatbelt or safety retention for
infants etc:
Increased from 3 to 4 points.
Not wearing a helmet correctly when riding
a motorcycle:
Increased
from
3
to
4
points.

You
know
also
that
Jesus
has
offered me
more
than
one
bitter
chalice through my dearly loved sisters.
King David was right when he sang:
“Behold how good and how pleasant it is
for brethren to dwell together in unity.”
(Psalms 133), but such unity can only exist
upon earth in the midst of sacrifice. It was
not in order to be with my sisters that I
came to this holy Carmel; on the contrary,
I knew well that in curbing my natural
affection I should have much to suffer.

Carrying mechanisms which detect radar etc,
even if they are inactive:
500€ fine and the loss of 3 points.
Cars and motorcycles may not exceed the
speed limit by more than 20kph to overtake
on conventional roads.
Using
unauthorized
intercommunication
devices during a driving test will mean a 500€
fine and a 6 month ban from retaking the test.
A driver may
recuperate
2 points on
their driving
licence
by
taking
a
course
of
Safe Driving
certified
by
the DGT. The loss of points will last for two
years, irrespective of the offence committed.
Transport

companies, people or goods,
can go to the online
register for drivers to
check whether their
licence to carry others
is valid or not.
Driving
In
Urban
Areas
The speed limit for
single
lane
urban
roads with a pavement
is 20kph.
The speed limit for
single lane one way
systems is 30kph.
On urban roads with

12
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How can it be said that it is more perfect to
separate oneself from home and friends?
Has anyone ever reproached brothers
who fight side by side, or together win the
martyr’s palm? It is true, no doubt, they
encourage each other, but it is also true
that the martyrdom of each is martyrdom
to them all.
A heart given to God loses nothing of its
natural affection—on the contrary, this
affection grows stronger by becoming
purer and more spiritual. It is with this
love, dear Mother, that I love you and my
sisters.
(to be continued)

two or more lanes on a one way system the
speed limit is 50kph.
Personal
Mobility
Vehicles
(Wheelchairs
and vehicles
for
people
with reduced
mobility
are
excluded.)
Vehicles with
one or more wheels for a single person and
exclusively using electricity, such as scooters
or ‘sabway’, with speeds from 6 to 25kph
will be regulated. These vehicles may not
be used on pavements or pedestrian areas,
inter-urban roads, crossings, motorways
in
urban
areas,
or
urban
tunnels.
Drivers may be required to take a breathalyser
test and may not use earphones whilst driving.
Driving Licences
The age for driving a lorry, after passing the
Certificate of Professional Aptitutde (CAP) of
280 hours duration, is reduced from 21 to 18
years. The age limit to drive coaches is also
reduced from 21 to 18 years, but without
passengers and within a radius of 50 km.
Only from 21 years may drivers with the CAP
carry passengers.
The weight vans may carry on national roads
with a Licence B is increased from 3,500kg
to 4,250kg only when the increase in mass
is due to the new propulsion systems.
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When switching to a new
electricity supplier, here is
your checklist:
Is the switch easy?
Do they speak my language?
Will I save Money?

At Evergreen Electrica we have been helping our
clients save money and get great service for over 10
years. We keep things very simple: Send us your bill
– we send you an offer – you sign a contract online.
Why complicate things any more than this?

Is the company reputable and
been around for 10 years?
Is it a completely free switch
with no upfront payments?
+34 951 383 896

sales@evergreen-electrica.com

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

evergreen-electrica.com
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Can You Sell Your Property and Save
Thousands of Pounds/Euros?
While the costs of buying a home are
well known, less attention is paid to the
costs involved in selling a home. These
can be expensive and vendors are rightly
concerned about how to reduce these
costs without compromising on the quality
of the sales process.
Over
and
over
again
there
are
two
major
concerns
that
are
consistently
r a i s e d
by
both
vendors and
buyers alike.
Firstly, there are excessive estate agency
fees. In the UK, fees have gradually been
reduced over the years and now hover
around the 1% mark. This contrasts
markedly in Spain where fees of anywhere
between 3-6% are not uncommon – and
if multiple agents are involved these may
even be higher!
Secondly the lack of transparency, which
is inevitable, given that the estate agent
is very reluctant to let the buyer know just
how much is being paid out in commission.

fees are often demanded upfront which
inevitably means the company involved
has little incentive to sell your house
going forward. Others charge a monthly
fee, which adds up over time, with again
no incentive to sell as this will stop their
income! In addition, they often charge
for extras such as accompanied viewing,
photos etc which considerably push up the
price for the seller.
At 5 Real Estate
we offer a hybrid
service
which
offers the best of
all worlds with a
comprehensive
service superior
to
industry
standards. You
meet with a real
professional with
local experience,
who is there to
help you sell
your
home,
Javea office
accompany
prospective buyers, hold keys if required
and meet viewers on your behalf when you
are not present. The seller receives handson experience, which many vendors need
when selling a home, without paying over
the odds in excessive fees.

What to do
As an option, sellers may consider using
an online estate agent which at first glance
looks attractive. Fees are lower than
the ‘high street’ agents, however, these

Our approach at 5 Real Estate is entirely
different from that of the traditional
estate agent in Spain, as our ‘fixed fee’
model offers complete transparency to
both the buyer and the seller. There is no

Now we are into 2021 we hope it is a better
year for all our volunteers, supporters and
followers and the whole World alike.

On a brighter note, 2021 has started off
on the right foot. We were lucky enough
to receive a donation of €175 from the
UK Department for International Trade
in Europe. Let’s hope that this donation
is the first of many this year and that we
can get ourselves back on track. If you
would like to donate to us, you can do so
via PayPal.
Our
PayPal
account
is
paypal@samaritansinspain.com
If you are a business owner and would
like to sponsor us in
any way, then please
contact us at pat@
samaritansinspain.
com

The Festive period is always hard for some,
but our phonelines were much busier
than usual this year with many of these
additional calls being Coronavirus related.
Our listening volunteers worked tirelessly
over this period and many thanks go to
them for their dedication.

Our Listeners are available on our
Freephone number 900 525 100 from
10am to 10pm, 7 days a week, 365 days
a year.
All calls are confidential.
If you need to talk then please call us.
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commission on selling your property; only
a straight administration fee of 999€ plus
IVA. There are no upfront fees and if there
is no sale there is no fee!
O
u
r
innovative
approach
to
buying
and
selling
property
has
helped
our
clients
Quesada office
save almost 2
million euros in fees when compared to
other estate agents. This figure is growing
rapidly and it’s no wonder we are now
Spain’s fastest growing, fixed fee, full
service estate agency!
We
are
pleased
to
announce
that we have
now opened
an office at
Camposol
Business
C e n t r e ,
Calle Madrid 19, Urb Camposol A, 30875
Mazarrón.
If you would like a free valuation and
learn more about how we can save you
thousands, visit us at our new office, call
(+34) 965 999 059 or email info@5realestate.com
www.5re.es

samaritansinspain.com
information.

for

If you would like to
volunteer to become
either
a
Trustee,
Listener, Fund Raiser
or a Volunteer for our
shop in Punta Prima,
south of Torrevieja
please
visit
our
website
www.
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BUSINESS NEWS AND SUPPORTING LOCAL BUSINESSES

The success of our Supporting Local Businesses is reflected by the number of our advertisers taking us up on the offer of a free
Business Card advert to promote discounts etc for their customers. If we work together, we will overcome these hard times and we will
all still be in business when things do improve and we can continue to live and work in this wonderful part of Spain.
This month of course we celebrate St Valentine’s Day on 14th February. There will still be restrictions in place, so it is essential to book
a table at your favourite restaurant. An alternative is to celebrate at home but having a take-away to save you having to cook! Many
bars/restaurants are now offering a take-away service, but again you will have to contact them to guarantee your meal.
If you are unsure what to buy your lady
on St Valentine’s Day, Karalee’s at the
Piramid Center, Puerto de Mazarrón offer
Gift Vouchers so that she can choose what
treatment she would prefer. It takes all
the hassle out of choosing a gift, but it will
show that you care.
Tel: 868 110 254
Do you want to give a present to impress
this St Valentine’s Day? How
about a flight over Murcia with Sunflight
Aviation in a 2 seater aircraft? You can
choose to just be a passenger or you can
take control of the aircraft on your very
first flight. Trial flights and full training from
Alhama Airpark.
Contact Sunflight Aviation now by
email flyren12@gmail.com
or call 634 313 972 or 0044 7775
742582   
For St Valentine’s Day, Jardineria El
Milagro in Bolnuevo are offering gifts for
that special person in your life to show them
how much you love them. There is a huge
choice of plants and accessories for that
magical day at the best prices, with advice
to ensure that it’s a ‘gift of a lifetime’. Tel
605 778 351

Find that special painting for your loved
one.
There are so many to choose from at
Rose Parker’s Art Gallery in Puerto de
Mazarrón.
On 14th February, St Valentine’s Day, for
one day only, you will receive 25% discount
on any painting. Come and have a browse.
Open on Sundays as well from 12pm until
4pm.
Tel 634 345 763

Treat your Valentine to one of The
Salon’s St Valentine’s Day special
offers:Non-Surgical Face Lift & Gold Bio
Collagen Face Mask Or Luxury Facial &
Gold Bio Collagen Face Mask
1 hour treatment 25€
Gift vouchers also available
Tel/whatsapp 691 916 717
February is the month of Love
Treat yourself or your loved one to
Top2Toe St Valentine’s specials:
Ladies’ Blow dry and Shape and Polish
Taken together for only 20€
Gents’ Haircut and Pedicure
Taken together for only 20€  
Tel 711 025 016

La Herradura, Argentinian Grill Restaurant is near Cartagena,
but in a rural setting. Try this lovely Restaurant for some authentic
Argentinian cuisine; a must for meat lovers, but catering for all.
With their wonderful cosy heated terrace you can be assured to
have a perfect dining experience complete with a warm welcome
in great surroundings.
Bookings strongly advised by calling 656 264 514

For that special gift for your loved one
on St Valentine’s Day, TJ Electricals,
Camposol B, have a wide range of
personal grooming products for both ladies
and gentlemen, including hairdryers,
straighteners, foot spas, electric razors
etc; all at great prices. Pick up an under
or over heated blanket to ensure you stay
warm. All purchases can be delivered free
(or for a small fee on smaller items IF you
require it a specific day) Gift vouchers are
also available.
Tel 868 181 121
There is no reason to be stuck for
St Valentine’s Day gifts. El Alamillo
Wellness Studio offer a range of
treatments to enhance your relaxation,
aesthetic appearance and general
wellbeing including the revolutionary ‘No
Hands Massage Technique’, a dynamic
form of massage regarded as one of
the most powerful therapeutic massage
treatments available, manicures, pedicures
and facials. Book now for the special
February offer of a free 20 minute taster
Massage Session, or 20% discount on all
treatments.
Tel 690 728 345

Have COVID restrictions put a dampener on your plans for St
Valentine’s Day?
Well don’t let it and look on the bright side instead - there’s 10%
discount on all gifts during February at Garden Centre 2003, at
exit 17 of the RM3.
They also supply firewood, pellets and gas bottles so
stay warm and cosy up this St Valentine’s Day in
the comfort of your own home. Tel 626 957 599

The Grove would like to send a gigantic thank you to all who
supported us during our first year of business! What a year it has
been; it could rival the most extreme rollercoaster. However it
has not put a dampener on our enthusiasm. We are taking 2021
by storm with a brand new lunch menu using fresh, high quality
ingredients and loads of new dishes that we hope to share with
you throughout the year. Looking forward to see you! Reservations
through Facebook @ roveinthegrove or call 692 342 859

The Salon on Camposol A commercial centre is a Unisex Hair
Salon with a Barber area, two Beauty Rooms, Nail & Pedicure
areas, is celebrating 17 years of trading this February. The team
would like to thank all customers old and new for their support
over the past 17 years and look forward to serving you for another
17 years!
Tel/WhatsApp 691 916 717 for an appointment.

Camposol Pest Control is a new part of the business
from the people behind Camposol Cleaning Co. They will be
dealing with all pests such as: Ants, Bedbugs, Bees (non-lethal),
Processionary Caterpillars, Cockroaches, Dust Mites, Fleas, Flies,
Hornets, Mice, Mosquitoes, Moths, Rats, Silverfish, Snakes,
Spiders, Ticks, Wasps & More  
Call (+34) 711 030 595 or (+44) 7908 417 193 for peace of
mind.

Rose Parker Art Gallery will be on Television!
Rose hopes to put Puerto de Mazarrón on the map. She moved
to the port 1 day before Spain locked down! Since then the film
crew from A New Life in the Sun, have been following the progress
of her literally ‘new life’. Filming started seven months ago, so
look out for Rose on Channel 4 from the start of February at 5pm
Spanish time.
Tel 634 345 763
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Workking Spain,
is an innovative
company; new but
with experienced
workmen
all
qualified in their
own trade. This
means that they
can
complete
a project using
their own skilled
craftsmen. They
are
proud
of
their unbeatable
quality with the latest ideas in kitchens,
bathrooms and heating systems including
solar hot water.
Joel, the owner, loves new ideas and doing
something no-one else does; from designer

I don’t like to start an article on a negative
note, but I feel so strongly about this and
I am sure you will feel the same once you
have read this story.
Animal cruelty is
not
acceptable.
It is barbaric and
illegal.
A section
of the Guardia Civil
called Seprona is
solely responsible
for matters of the
environment. They
have a very wide
brief and part of this
is animal welfare.  I
received a phone
Lucas, why oh why
would anyone do this_ call from the vet
Hopefully he will forget in Roldan asking
all about his traumatic if I could take
a 3 month old
start
puppy
who
had
been taken to him by a lady who cared
for someone. He had a litter of puppies
and thought it was acceptable to cut their
tails off with scissors and also mutilate
their ears. Lucas escaped the torture
with his ears, but his tail was hacked
off, leaving him with a horrific injury
and severe bleeding. I am sick to my
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some extremely
h a p p y
customers
already!”

radiators
in
your
heating
system,
to
ordering unique
tiles made to
order for your
bathroom.
He
loves
a
challenge!
Joel
says
“I
take pride in my
work and all our
projects. I thrive
to be different
and leave something in every project that
would make clients’ friends and family want
to order from my company again. We have
progressed into renovation work and as we
are a very fast building company we have

stomach writing this.
Lucas required
a lot of attention from the vet, but he is
recovering well. The stitches have been
taken out of his tail and he has been
microchipped and vaccinated. We still
have to take good care of his tail until it is
healed. I just hope with the proper care
and attention he deserves, he will forget
the first 3 months of his life. I have just
secured a home for him in the UK. Thank
you Jane I know he will have a fantastic
life with you.

Please
feel
free
to
call
Workking for
your free quote
today on 658
302 689 or

visit workkingspain.es
Email workkingspain@gmail.com

Lucas

boys are still with me
and the mummas and
their babies. Kate &
Noella and Gracie
& Holly are doing
just
great.
The
crèche is filling up
nicely! Hopefully, that
is it for now with
surprise births, but
when you take on a
female rescue there
is always a risk of a
surprise.

I want to give a shout to the wonderful staff
and vets at San Vincente animal hospital
in Alicante. You once again performed
miracles with our little Holly. Thank you.

Enjoying the sun at the Sanctuary

On a more positive note, the donkeys
are loving their new home at La Paca. It
certainly was a change of environment for
them as they have already experienced
some truly diverse weather conditions,
including snow. They are growing their
winter
coats
and
have got blankets to
keep out the Arctic
blast.   With lots of
lovely straw and a
shelter, they like to
huddle together and
are very content.
I can’t wait for the
day we can open
our gates to the
public. We have our
fit, strong donkeys at
La Paca, but our
old and ailing girls and

A couple of other shout outs for those that
have helped our charity in different ways:
Wendy Peacock for organising our online
auction.
Sue and Helen for making some dog beds
for us and super quickly.
The transportation of blankets from
England by Mo Nast.
You are all superstars! Thank you.
Subject to restrictions, Kevin or myself
have resumed our collection point
on Camposol B, Car Park every Monday
morning 11.30am-1.30pm. We are very
much looking forward to catching up with
you and receiving any donations. We can
collect larger items with prior arrangement,
otherwise they can be dropped off at our
shops in Roldan or Mazarrón Town, Monday
to Friday 10.30am-1.30pm.
Make sure you stay safe and take care.
Andrea x
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This month I thought I would look at
Garlic which is part of the onion family
and is closely related to the leek, chive
and shallot. It is native to Central Asia
and northeastern Iran and has long been
a common seasoning worldwide. Garlic
has been found to help prevent many
diseases and numerous modern studies
confirm that Garlic has definite antibiotic
properties and is effective against a
wide spectrum of bacteria, fungi and
viruses. Some studies also claim the
health benefits of Garlic include lowering
blood pressure and cholesterol, an antiinflammatory, reducing the risk of cancer
and strengthening the immune system.
Some people eat 4g of raw Garlic every
day believing the benefits are worth it, but
I prefer mine roasted. Garlic is a brilliant
tool when cooking and just the aroma can
make my mouth water. Below are some
recipes, old and new, to try.
Buen Apetito

Roasted Garlic

Roasted Garlic
Peel loose paper off. Trim the top off.
Drizzle with olive oil. Wrap in tin foil and
bake for 40 minutes, oven 180ºC/gas
mark 5.
Let the Garlic cool slightly. Push Garlic
through the remaining paper and serve.
Can store up to 2 weeks in the fridge.
Garlic Ciabatta
1 tbsp mayonnaise
2 tbsp butter , softened
1 bunch of basil
1 small ciabatta
2 tbsp grated parmesan (or vegetarian
alternative)
2 garlic cloves, crushed
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Heat the grill to high. Beat together the
mayonnaise, butter and Garlic cloves
until smooth. Chop basil, stir and season
with salt and pepper. Put the halves of the
ciabatta, sliced lengthways, on a baking
tray and spread with the butter mix. Add
basil, sprinkle with grated Parmesan, then
grill for 2-3 mins.
Garlic Mushrooms and Cheese
250g small mushrooms
50g butter
2 garlic cloves, finely chopped
1 lg slice white bread
4 tbsp finely grated parmesan
vegetarian alternative)
3 tbsp chopped chive
Salt & Pepper
Olive oil

before and stored in the fridge or frozen
for up to 1 month. Cook for 15 mins until
the crumbs are crisp and the cheese has
melted. To cook from frozen, simply cook
for 1 hr 10 mins.

(or

Heat oven to 200ºC/fan 180ºC/gas 6.
Twist and remove the stalks from the
mushrooms and place them, cap side up,
on a small baking tray. Melt the butter in
a frying pan and, once it starts to froth,
stir through the Garlic and cook for 1 min.
Grate the slice of bread to fine crumbs and
add to the pan. Cook, stirring for 2 mins,
until lightly toasted. Transfer to a bowl
and cool before stirring through the finely
grated Parmesan, chives and seasoning.
Spoon into the mushroom caps, drizzle with
a little olive oil and bake for 10 mins until
slightly softened and the tops turn golden.
Serve warm or at room temperature.
Garlic Mash Bake
1kg potatoes, pealed and chopped
Butter for frying
1 garlic clove , finely chopped
140ml pot single cream or milk
25g dried white bread crumbs
25g Gruyere cheese, grated
2 thyme sprigs, leaves stripped
Cook the potatoes in a large pan of water
for 15 mins or until soft. Drain well. Place
the pan back on the heat. Melt a little
butter and cook the Garlic for 1 min to
soften, then stir in the cream or milk and
heat through. Return the potatoes to the
pan and mash until smooth. Heat oven to
180ºC/fan 160ºC/gas 4. Spoon the mixture
into a 20 x 30cm baking dish. Sprinkle the
breadcrumbs, cheese and thyme over the
top. Can be made up to this point the day

Garlic Mash Bake

Easy Chicken Kiev
6 garlic cloves - 2 peeled
Small bunch flat-leaf parsley
85g fresh breadcrumbs
4 skinless, boneless chicken breasts
4 tbsp garlic & herb soft cheese
4 tsp olive oil
Heat oven to 200ºC/180ºC fan/gas 6. Whizz
together the 2 peeled garlic cloves, parsley
and 1 tsp olive oil in a food processor.
Add the breadcrumbs and seasoning and
mix. Tip onto a plate. Cut a slit (roughly
thumb-length) in the side of each chicken
breast, at the plump end. Spoon ¼ of the
soft cheese into each hole and press the
edges together to seal. Rub 2 tsp oil over
all the chicken breasts before pressing the
herby crumbs onto them. Place the coated
chicken in a shallow roasting tin. Scatter
round the remaining unpeeled garlic cloves
and drizzle with the rest of the oil. Bake
for 20-25 mins until the chicken is cooked
and crumbs crisp and golden. Squeeze out
the soft, roasted garlic from the skins and
serve with the chicken.
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Warm good wishes to the very many
readers of the Costa Cálida Chronicle.
I am Adrian Bridge and together with my
wife Dawn (and our chocolate labrador,
Ralph) we have been resident in Puerto
de Mazarrón for the past 7 months. Both
Dawn and I are authors and historians.
We have written 4 books in the UK, on
various aspects of architectural, social
and military history and in addition we
write articles for UK magazines such as
Cheshire Life.
I have been a senior lecturer in history
at various FE and HE institutions
across the UK and my wife Dawn is a
specialist in genealogy and women’s
history – indeed, one of Dawn’s best
achievements was finding out that my
great–great grandfather was actually a
Spaniard, from Galicia!
We have both been involved in writing
and researching various aspects of
Spanish history, for a good while,
so were delighted to be offered the
opportunity of writing a regular column
for the Costa Cálida Chronicle on
many of the close links that have been
established between Murcia and Britain
over the past years. Britain has always
been interested in Murcia and we hope
you find the many varied snippets of
history we recount (mostly from original
sources) to be both entertaining and
informative.

more built-up areas. On the day of
the lottery draw itself, when the shoeshiner must have expected to sell many
last-minute tickets, he was involved in
a street brawl, which led to his arrest
and subsequent incarceration in police
cells. The shoe-shiner was released
after a few hours and tried to return
his unsold tickets to the local lottery
agent. However, the agent refused to
accept the return of the unsold tickets
because the draw had already taken
place. Reluctantly, the penniless shoeshiner had to agree to pay for these
tickets, although he could only do so on
an instalment basis.
The unnamed shoe-shiner then wended
his way home, in a state of some
misery. On the way, he checked the
lottery’s winning numbers, which were
published on a local public noticeboard
and found that he’d won the second
prize with one of the tickets he’d been
so reluctantly forced to purchase. He’d
scooped a jackpot equivalent to £2,300,
according to the Northern Daily Mail of
October 27th 1933 (which in modern
terms equates to over £165,000). This
was certainly a Spanish Murcian ‘good
luck’ story which went down very well
indeed in the parts of Britain hit hardest
by the economic consequences of the
Great Depression.

Lottery Luck (1)
People in the British Isles have long been
interested in the Spanish fascination
with lotteries. In October 1933, at the
height of the Great Depression, Reuters
promoted a Murcian lottery story
which was published by a great many
newspapers across Britain.

Photo by Thurunavakkarasye Raveendran

It was a classic ‘rags to riches’ story of
a humble Murcian shoe-shiner who sold
lottery tickets, on a commission basis,
in order to make ends meet. Exactly
where the shoe-shiner was selling his
tickets in Murcia is unclear, though it
must have been in one of the region’s

Murcia in a Jam (2)
Hartley’s have been a prominent British
brand name, making jams, marmalades
and other preserves, for almost 150
years. The company opened large jammaking factories in Liverpool in 1874
and 1890 and another factory was
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also opened in London in 1890. By the
beginning of the twentieth century,
Hartley’s was the largest preserves
manufacturer in the UK. One of Hartley’s
key products was its apricot jam and the
company turned to the agriculturists
of Murcia in order to supply the vast
quantities of apricots it needed for its
British jam factories.

Former Hartley Jam Factory,Southwark photo
by Stephen Craven

During the early 1920’s, Hartley’s
launched
an
intensive
publicity
campaign lauding its apricot jam,
which involved a considerable number
of newspapers, from Aberdeen in the
north, to Portsmouth on the south
coast. The sunny region of Murcia was
right at the heart of this advertising
blitz. ‘From Murcia in Spain come the
most tempting apricots in the world’
declared the Portsmouth Evening News
of February 6th 1925. Meanwhile, the
Yorkshire Evening Post of October 24th
1923 had already explained that ‘Only
Murcian apricots can give the rich
golden favour which you get in Hartley’s
apricot jam.’
This extensive publicity campaign,
launched nearly a hundred years ago,
clearly benefited the economy of Murcia.
It also boosted sales for Hartley’s, which
moved its jam production facilities to
Histon in Cambridgeshire in 1962 and
continues to produce jams, jellies and
preserves – which are available in Spain
and throughout the world – to this day.
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Al Ancar
With
a
s m o o t h
vocal
style
reminiscent
of the nowlegendary
singers from
Motown’s
golden age,
New Orleans
native
Al
Ancar sings
with heartfelt
passion,
enveloping listeners in musical stories about
love and life.
Whether he is singing a cover version of a
standard, or one of his own original songs,
Ancar pours every ounce of effort into the
work he loves so much. He is a self-confessed
‘romantic at heart’, preferring to write love
songs that are a lot like the ones he grew
up with, he explained during our interview.
In fact he is such a ‘hopeless romantic’,
that’s what he titled his first album in 2008.
Hopeless Romantic and his second album,
Let It Flo (2015), are filled with emotional
love songs. Hopeless Romantic includes
his original composition, High School
Sweetheart, which just happened to reunite
him with his high school love.
“I want people to get a warm feeling,”
Ancar said about audiences responding to
his music. “Something they can relate to.
That’s my accomplishment, for people to say
‘I love that song because the lyrics relate to
something I went through’. It’s about writing
about life.”
Ancar attended high school at St Augustine
and completed two and a half years at
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the University of New Orleans. Instead of
continuing at UNO though, he became a
certified electrician with IBEW Local 130 in
1983. However, his passion was for singing.
Even though his dream was always to be a
musician, the education he received from
IBEW helped him along the way. Because
of his steady income he was able to pursue
his passion without fear. He spent many
years in different vocal groups including
The Mystics, The Quarter Notes, Savey,
Style, Al Ancar and Pizazz and Al Ancar
and Aja.
After years of travelling and performing
in singing groups, Ancar went solo. He
headlined his own show at Bally’s Casino in
July 2005.
AL ANCAR: The New Orleans Crooner by
Marchelle Lewis September/October 2016
breakthrumediamagazine.com | BREAKTHRU
MEDIA | 13
However, soon after one of his biggest career
highlights, tragedy struck. Many musicians in
the community, including Ancar, were ripped
from their careers because of Hurricane
Katrina.
Despite such a huge setback in his career,
Ancar was able to bounce back gracefully.
In 2008, he started performing regularly
at Club 7140 in New Orleans. He covered
songs from Pop, Latin, and R&B genres, as
well as original tunes that were inspired by
his love of love songs. Before a show, this
long time performer admits that he still gets
butterflies in his stomach. He’s never truly
worried though, because he knows what to
do to connect with the audience and stage a
great concert.
Ancar has performed in front of some
amazing crowds around the New Orleans
area including the New Orleans Jazz and
Heritage
Festival,
the Mahalia Jackson
Theatre, the House
of Blues, the World
Trade Centre of New
Orleans and Sweet
Lorraine’s Jazz Club.
He has performed in
the Treasure Chest,
Bally’s,
Boomtown,
and
Harrah’s
casinos. He is also
an international star,
having
performed
in some of Japan’s
largest cities.

Being a musician is not always glamorous.
As someone who has been in the music
business for 37 years, Ancar has seen his
share of troubles.
“Sometimes
it’s
hard
to
keep
following
your dreams.
B a n d
members
come
and
go,”
Ancar
said. “I can’t
blame them;
they want to
work
every
day. In the
city of New
Orleans,
unless you’re
performing
in the French
Quarter, you’re not going to get a gig every
day. Many people can’t seem to handle the
stress that comes along with an uncertain
career. You can’t find work all the time.”
Continuing with his advice to up-and coming
artistes trying to make it in the music
industry, he said, “Get a job. That way you
can make things work. If you are in any type
of entertainment business, get a job. When
you’re too old and jobs are scarce, you have
to have something to fall back on.”
Thanks to the stability he provided for himself,
Ancar is still able to follow his dreams.
“I’m dedicated to my art. Sometimes, just
because I’m not on stage doesn’t mean I’m
not working, because I’m still writing songs
and organizing shows,” Ancar said. He has
been developing a new band called Kingdom
City. It will feature multiple musicians who
will take turns sharing centre stage as the
group performs.
Al Ancar’s dedication to his craft and his
humble spirit are some of the main reasons
he has been able to maintain a stellar music
career.
Concluding, with some final words of advice,
he said, “The main thing is to do the right
thing. That way there’s no stress.”
More information about Al Ancar’s music
can be found at: www.alancar.com
Facebook.com\alancarmusic
Email ancar5star@gmail.com
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We are well into the New Year now
although it still seems rather similar to
what we had in 2020 with just the number
changed. At the time of writing, we have
had a few days of quite wet weather which
has dampened the spirits. At least now, as I
look out of the window, the sky is blue and
the chilly wind has eased so the B Clean
Volunteers have resumed the never-ending
task of maintaining and, whenever possible,
improving our environment on Camposol B.
The
group
had a good
b u c k e t
collection
just
before
Christmas,
(over 90€),
which
has
helped
to
keep
our
bank account looking healthy so that we
can continue with projects that need to be
funded as opposed to those reliant upon
the efforts of the small band of Volunteers
who turn out each Tuesday to weed, clean
up, prune etc. The funds have allowed us to
purchase a petrol hedge trimmer to tackle
those long hedges along Calle Jara (or
Jimena if you look at Google Maps!!) which is
the main entrance road from the motorway
to the commercial centre. This is a colossal
task as, apart from the work cutting off the

We hope you are managing to stay safe
even though that means you probably can’t
pay us a much-needed visit! Like the other
charities we are struggling to keep afloat
despite lovely donations and the shop is
bursting at the seams, but sales are very
slow with the COVID regulations making
things difficult. We were recently donated
a wonderful wardrobe range in pine, which
will
look
good in your
house - we
can deliver
for a small
fee as well!
If you feel
like
some
fresh air, do
try and visit
us.

Roki
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As you know
we work to
raise
cash
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surplus growth, the waste then has to be
disposed of in the garden skips in the lower
B car park which is some distance away.
Apart from the occasional loan from a kind
resident, we don’t have a trailer, so this is a
big job in itself and, when you consider that
it is being undertaken by just 4 people, you
get some idea of the dedication they show.
Their hard work is always complimented, but
it would be nice if their presence could also
be complemented (see what I did there??)
with a few more Volunteers to assist.
Unfortunately
the
hedge
cutter will not
assist with the
trimming
of
the palms, so
once again B
Clean is going
to fund their
annual trim.
Hopefully the
council will take this on eventually, but it is not
a job that can wait, so we will have to pay out
at least 1,400€ in the near future which will
leave a large hole in the bank account. As a
charity, we are totally reliant upon donations
and of course members’ subscriptions. This
source of funding has prompted a message
from our Treasurer, Colin Barton, “Can I
please ask all those members who pay their
annual subs at the start of the year to please

from your unwanted items to take some
of the stress away from a big unexpected
vet bill. For example, a poor boy called
Roki was losing weight by the day - his
owners eventually took him to Paco who
diagnosed gastroenteritis. This poorly
dog cost a lot of money to get right as he
had to have so many tests before being
stabilised enough to start a treatment, but
it was caught in time and he has now made
a good recovery.
Something we don’t normally mention,
but which happens more often than we
would like, is when there isn’t a positive
outcome. We are quite frequently asked to
help where an owner has tried desperately
to help their pet, but in the end the only
kind thing to do is to end the animal’s
suffering. The person concerned is then
not only facing the loss of their pet, but
also paying off a large bill and we usually
contribute in a case like this.
Richard cuts a lonely figure standing

do so asap so
we can budget
for 2021. For
t h o s e
‘members’ who
did not pay last
year - what
a good time
to start with
a New Year
Resolution to
support your
local gardening
group!”
We
need
income
and
active support, so please ensure that
your subscriptions (5€ a month annually/
quarterly) is paid and please, please give
some thought to helping out with the Working
Party. If you are not a member, but simply
pass through Camposol B, please don’t
forget to look out for the Bucket Collectors
on Tuesday mornings. Your loose change will
be put to very good use and you will see the
results as you drive around.
As the crystal ball is still not working too
well, I’ve no idea what our ‘normal’ will be
when you read this, but stay safe and stay
healthy and let’s hope that things will get
better.

on Camposol B car park just waiting for
someone to chat to. Give him his due, he
usually comes back with some saleable
items; clean clothes, bedding, small
working electrical items, bric-a-brac etc.
He can also arrange to pick up larger items
if needed. He is there from 10am-12pm on
Tuesdays.
I just can’t go without asking for your
help in the shop; probably not the best
time to ask, but what a nice thing to do,
volunteering for a great charity.
Please look after yourselves, don’t forget
your mask, so you can steam up your
glasses and use your antiseptic hand
sanitiser for drying your skin out!!
mazarronanimalmedi_aid@zoho.com
Tel: 666 186 037
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FAST New Medical Emergency Number
Is 868 487 015
For Mental Health Assistance 634 308
362
Call FAST On 868 487 015 For Help And
Information, We Will Be Able To Give
Valuable Assistance And Information
Over The Phone.
Some good news for a change
Our President Barry (Baz) Hamilton has
been awarded a second BEM (British
Empire Medal) in the New Year’s Honours
list. His first BEM was for his military
service and the new one is for his work
as an ambassador for the people of the
Camposol area and as President of our
team of Responders and Supporters which
is recognised by the British Embassy in
Madrid. Barry is often in contact with the
Consulate in Alicante.
If you are feeling depressed and alone
and you would like to talk with someone
trained in Mental Health First Aid you can
call us on 634 308 362 day or night.
You are not alone
The mental health of society in general
has been affected by the change in our
lifestyles due to the Covid-19 virus.
Hopefully the vaccine will be available here
soon to allow some sort of normality to
return.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, FAST is
unable to attend patients who call us, but
our phone system is available 24 hours a
day to give advice, information and support
in a time of crisis. With the correct advice

Due to the latest Coronavirus restrictions
all our normal monthly activities, Coffee
Mornings, Afternoon Teas, Menú Del Dia’s,
Table Top Sales etc have been put on hold
and our Drop in Centre is also closed until
further notice. However, please note that
during this time our phones (listed below)
will still be manned as usual.
Please Remember:
We are still here for advice and information,
equipment loan, help with shopping and
medicine collection and our Befrienders
for our clients are still very active.
If
you would like a personal chat with one
of our team please telephone the Drop in
Centre on 634 344 589 or email us at
ageconcerncostacalida@gmail.com
Can You Help?
We are looking to recruit new Volunteers.
If you would like to join our team and
help our senior citizens in these unusual
times please give Isabel Stewart a call
on 634 344 589 or send us an email at
ageconcerncostacalida@gmail.com
and we will get back to you.

over the phone you could save a life. Call
us we can help.
If you have to call for an ambulance, please
call 112. You can ask for an operator to
speak in your language if you do not speak
Spanish. The operator will ask a series of
questions so they can prioritise your call.
You can ask FAST to call for an ambulance
for you if you are unable to do so
If you are here on your own but have
family in another country, give them the
new FAST number. If your family cannot
reach you and are worried about your
condition they can call FAST to check on
you.

Barry Hamilton and his wife Annie

We would like to thank Bar Salud on
Camposol B for their generous donation;
they have been regular supporters of
FAST. We would also like to mention
Sue Pipe at The Diner for her continued
support; the Quiz Nights have again

raised funds for FAST.
FAST is looking at purchasing defibrillators
for Camposol. These may save a life of
someone suffering a heart problem. We are
making enquiries with the local authorities
to ensure no regulations are broken. As
soon as the local council respond we will
purchase the equipment. The cost is yet
unknown, but if we are allowed to place
them at the commercial centres the money
spent will be what has been donated by the
people of Camposol.
We have had some people enquire about
joining FAST. We will be contacting them
to arrange to meet up for a coffee so
they can learn what they will get out of
joining and how FAST operates. No past
experience is required as all training is
provided in-house. Giving something back
to our community is a very rewarding
feeling. If you are interested, please email
us at recruitment@fast2016.org
Without more Responders the service we
deliver will be greatly reduced.
Stay Safe		
Call 112 First, Then Call FAST On
868 487 015 If You Have A Medical
Emergency. If You Or Someone You
Know Needs To Speak To A Trained
Mental Health First Aider, Call 634 308
362
More information can be found at
fast2016.org
You Are Not Alone

Dates For Your Diaries:
Saturday 13th February - St Valentine’s
Weekend
As a change to our previously advertised
artiste, the Zambuca Restaurant in Puerto
de Mazarrón is hosting Never Forget: the
Take That Tribute from 6.30pm. This is a
fund-raising event with great raffle prizes.
Tickets must be purchased in advance and
will cost €10 per person with proceeds
going to Age Concern. For details see
www.facebook.com/zambucabeach
or call Craig Nicholas on 711 043 703
Wednesday 24th February - Quiz Night
at The Black Bull, Camposol B.
Full
details to follow on our Facebook site Age
Concern Costa Calida
Enquiries - 634 344 589
Volunteer Coordinator - 634 312 516
Lifeline Puerto de Mazarrón Area –
634 325 408
Equipment Loan - 634 306 927
Lines Open 10am-4pm Mon-Fri

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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With COVID still a major concern, resulting in more restrictions being issued as and
when considered necessary by the Government, there has not been a lot happening.
However our Volunteers have been going
out regularly - trimming trees, weeding and
gardening and sweeping the roads in order
to keep Los Palacios looking nice.
A big thank
you to John
Pellett,
who
has for years
been responsible for disposing
of
nests of the
processional
caterpillars.
This job has
now
been
taken over by
Tony Winter.
These
caterpillars
are
prevalent at
this time of
the year. You
will probably
have
seen
their
nests,
looking like fluffy balls of cotton wool in
the trees. These caterpillars walk in procession and can be very dangerous for our
pets. They can also cause a nasty rash on

Well, January 2021 certainly arrived with
a bang: heavy and prolonged rain over five
days and extremely cold temperatures. This
month we are proud to say our Maintenance
Scheme has its 9th anniversary!

humans if you come into contact with them.
If you see any nests whilst out and about
please notify a member of our group or
leave a message in our Garden Group Post
Box. Tony will then dispose of them. Our
new post box is situated in the Post Room
on Los Palacios under number 915. Please
leave any messages in the box and if you
have any suggestions for the group please
feel free to leave them in the post box. You
can also contact us by email on Lospalaciousgardening@cloud.com

with the raffle and games.

We
were
fortunate
enough
to
have
been
able to have
our
annual
Christmas
Lunch,
in
December at
the Vista Bar,
(in between
lockdowns!).
We enjoyed
a lovely meal
and we were
very
lucky
to have Paul
Pryce present who kept
the
afternoon going
It was a very

cup of coffee each week) means the benefit to
our area is huge.

We are sure the homeowners on Camposol
C North agree the Maintenance Scheme has
made a huge difference to our streets. The
roads are tidy, potholes repaired, verges
gravelled and planted, green skips available
for all our garden waste and all dustbins off
the roads. It’s lovely to walk around a wellkept area which is no longer neglected, but
it has taken many hours every week of hard
work by our Team.
This will not continue without each loyal
Member – Please, if you haven’t considered
joining, we ask you to get in touch? The small
amount of 15€ every quarter (equivalent to a
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We would also like to ask once more; if
you have a pet, please clear up after it and
keep our area pleasant and poo-free - thanks.

enjoyable afternoon which cheered us all up
and put us in the Christmas spirit.

Our Bucket Collectors will be out every
Thursday outside Tel’s as usual 10am12pm. In addition we are having a Bucket
Collection outside the Farmacia on Fridays
10.30am-11.30am. This money is used to
purchase equipment and pay for work necessary to keep Los Palacios looking nice.
Our library is open every Friday from
10am-12.30pm. We have a wide selection
of books, so pop in and choose what you
would like.
We thank everyone for their continued support.

Green Fingers’ work continues into 2021.
During a month of dampness and extremely
cold temperatures, our Maintenance Team
weeded, cleaned, swept and sprayed the
sector with pet-friendly weed killer, removed
mud and debris after the heavy rains, pruned
and moved overgrown plants and temporarily
repaired a large hole in the perimeter road.
Our Wednesday Volunteers, weeded, planted
plants, pruned trees and cleared scrub. Huge
thanks to them all for coming out in the cold
and damp. We welcome new volunteer Jackie
and returning volunteer Matt, but we are
still looking for Volunteers. There are free
bacon sarnies every Wednesday morning
as an incentive! Please contact John our
Chairman, on 634 325 427
Please check chalkboards and our Facebook
groups for more information.
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It seems to be a sad reality that the UK
Government’s
rules
and
regulations
on BREXIT are viewed by many UK
citizens abroad as a mixture of confusing
information to be ignored. However, they
attract heavy penalties if not complied
with. The following websites may serve of
guidance for the appropriate procedures to
follow:
www.gov.uk/livinginspain (for every
type of information)
www.gov.uk/guidance/healthcarein-spain (healthcare)
www.gov.uk/checkpassport
(passports)
Important BREXIT Update For Vehicles
With UK Number Plates:
As the BREXIT Transition Period has now
finished, vehicles with UK number plates
have new GB sticker requirements.
If you are in Spain, Cyprus or Malta, you
MUST display a GB sticker, no matter what
is on your number plate.
For
more
information,
including
documentation requirements, go to the
following link to the UK Government advice
for driving and using UK vehicles in the EU:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/
driving-in-the-eu#vehicleregistration-documents
Taking A Vehicle To Spain
If you register as a resident, or spend
longer than 6 months of the year in Spain,
or intend to leave the vehicle in Spain for
longer than 12 months, you must register
your vehicle with the Spanish authorities.
In addition to the technical certification, CoC
(Certificate of Conformity), Test Certificate
etc and modifications for Spanish use
(changing headlights of right hand drive

Going into February we are still in a semilockdown status in many places around our
area. We are continuing to work with the
Church of San José in Puerto de Mazarrón
to help with donations for the families they
assist in the area. This will, we believe,
be an ongoing problem for many people
throughout this year.
We are also planning to continue to help
many of the Schools and Associations
in our area as and when they need our
assistance.

vehicles etc), you will need to register the
vehicle with the DGT (Dirección General
de Tráfico). A Gestoria or a Specialist can
assist with the appropriate procedures and
relative costs.
You must tell DVLA if you are taking
your vehicle to Spain for 12 months or
more. This is known as permanent export.
Further
information
can
be
found
on
https://www.gov.uk/takingvehicles-out-of-uk

whose objective is to represent the needs
of the Foreign Community at Government
level and to strive towards a satisfactory
solution which, at times, comes with hardto-swallow compromises. The residents’
co-operation, understanding and positive
attitude in addressing the many problems
of our urbanization is greatly valued and
appreciated.
Finally, the Puerto de Mazarrón branch
of the Cáritas Organization and your
Councillor, Silvana, wish to thank the
organizers and the many donors who
made the Children’s Christmas Gift
Appeal an enormous success, ensuring
that more than 100 local children from 0
to 15 years of age received the visit of the
Three Kings on 6th January.
This Is Our Camposol

Nearer to home, Camposol will soon have
its own ‘five-a-side football pitch’ and
the little ones will be able to enjoy their very
own ‘children’s play-area’. The works
on both facilities are nearing completion
and it will be a great achievement for
the two indefatigable campaigners, Julie
Townsend and Tracie Smith-Rowley and all
their supporters, who can finally see their
dream become a reality after many years
of planning and promises.
for

you:

silvanaeb@

The above success stories and many other
issues related to the well-being of the
residents of Camposol are all part of a
day’s work in the busy life of our Councillor,

With you and
mazarron.es

We have recently made a donation of
1,570€ to CIEP Genis Garcia Martinez
School in Mazarrón town for projectors and
equipment.

Our shop in Puerto de Mazarrón is located
within the Via Axial residential area on
Calle Sierra Espuña. We are open Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturdays from 10am-1pm.
Our collection van will continue to be at
Camposol A on Tuesday mornings from
10.30am-12pm for any items you wish to
donate to us to help us continue to help
those in need in our area. If you have any
large items you require us to pick up from
your home please call Terry on 603 389
006
We would like to thank all our supporters
for their continued support in helping us to
achieve our aim to help the less fortunate
in our area. Together we can make and do
Make A Difference in the Mazarrón area.

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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Hello all!
It’s February now (already!) St Valentine’s
Day 2021 style?? I wonder what it will be?
Just a quick return to Rosa Caritas to
share with you the lovely thank you letter
we received.
OK on to new things – as so many of our
ladies contributed to the knitting programme

can we ask for more! We would like to
continue to support Rosa Caritas and hope
you do too, so ladies onwards.
Firstly - knitting needles at the ready.
Clothing and blankets are the request for
now; toys etc. later in the year. Please could
blankets be made in squares in ‘double knit’
and on a size 12 needles? Clothing as before
0-3yrs girls and boys.
Cotton/lightweight

clothing,
pillow
cases and quilt
covers have been
suggested
for
these,
dresses,
trousers,
shorts
for boys and girls
0-3yrs.

Children’s Gift Appeal
On this special day I wish to give our sincere thanks to you who
have been our representatives of our Three Kings, arriving at
the right time, helping those who needed it most and giving hope,
happiness and optimism to the Caritas volunteers. Your generosity made our task so much easier and infinitely more rewarding.
Our warmest thanks to the people of Camposol and to all who
contributed so generously to the enormous success of the Children’s Gift Appeal with their involvement and their gifts.

The
Committee
had
a
Zoom
meeting in January
and talked about
possible ways of
keeping in touch
with our ladies.
We decided on a
‘Weekly Chatter
Column’ to be

Juanjo of Caritas

Samson is a
one-year old
mixed GSD;
a young boy
who
gets
on well with
both people
&
dogs.
Training
is
in progress
as
he
needs
lead
training. He
is castrated
and
fully
vaccinated.
If you are
Samson
interested
in this handsome chap please email
janenahoming@gmail.com

Guardia last month. She will be spayed
and fully vaccinated. See our Facebook
page for updates as she settles in.

Sonia is a young brindle mix girl about
one year old who was brought to us by the

Tyler - This big gorgeous bear is a GSD
mix and is approximately 2 years old. He
is castrated and fully
vaccinated. He needs
an experienced home
because of his size.
If you are interested
in
this
stunning
chap please email
janenahoming@
gmail.com
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Well I think we have taken up ALL of your
spare time now!!
Thank you – take care, stay safe and think
positive.
Sue xx

happy to arrange for you to meet them as
soon as possible.

Tyler
Sonia

If you like the look
of any of these dogs
please contact Jane
on 602 653 639 or
email her. She will be
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put on our
Facebook
page.
Our
Tr e a s u r e r
E l a i n e
s t a r t e d
and
the
rest of the
committee
followed.
I
hope
you
have
seen
some
of
them. Please feel free to join in and tell us
what you have been doing, how you are
feeling, what your plans for the future may
be and - do you have any tried, tested and
loved recipes? We would like to produce
a Chatterbox Recipe Book. You can send
details to me at onlyforsue23@gmail.
com or put in the Chatter Column! We can
then transfer them to the book.

We are really struggling for donations,
goods for our shops and donations to
continue rescuing. Our PayPal details are
NA1Treasurer@gmail.com
Our shops in Puerto de Mazarrón and
Camposol are open. Masks and sanitizing
are obligatory. We are always looking for
goods to sell in our shops to raise funds
and will be happy to collect any larger
items. Please contact us on 711 016 236
We are working hard to raise funds to
clear land and put more fencing up at our
kennels to enable us to take more dogs in.
If you can make a donation however small,
we will be truly grateful.
We have a Facebook page NoahsArc
Mazarron
and
website
www.
noahsarcmurcia.com
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Fasting ‘Mimicking’ Diet - Why can this
help?
Most people run for the hills at the very
thought of going without food! This is where
the genius behind the work of Dr Volta
Longo came in. His 30 years of research
and study on the subject revealed that we
can ‘hack’ the body into believing that we
are actually fasting when we continue to
eat food!
How does this work?
In a nutshell our body is designed to
withstand periods of abstinence when
historically we were unable to find/catch
food we could eat. During this phase our
body goes into ‘protection mode’. Our
senses are heightened, our brain becomes
sharper and our reaction time is quicker to
enable us to run faster to catch a meal, but
the real magic happens at a cellular level.
When we fast in this way, our cells start
to break down targeted cells that are
either unhealthy or too old to use them
for spare parts. This is a process known
as ‘Autophagy’. During this process we
create replacement cells called ‘stem’
cells. These are essentially blank, waiting
to be designated for a particular job. The
signaling process within the body allocates
these new cells where they are most needed
to recover from inflammation or disease.
When we do this protocol, we shift from
burning sugar for fuel to burning fat for
fuel in a state known as ‘Ketosis’. When

we deplete our store of sugar as well as
the reserves in the liver, we then adapt
to burn virisal fat stores. This is why we
become slimmer if the Ketogenic diet is
done correctly.
Be warned however that although this
is an excellent weight loss and cellular
regeneration approach to rapidly improve
a range of blood markers, it should not
be used for long term health care. Over
time, burning fat stores for fuel can be
detrimental for prolonged periods of time.
Remaining in Ketosis requires virtually
eliminating carbohydrates and weighing
food to ensure the correct macro and micro
nutrients are maintained. For many people
it is very difficult to achieve for sustained
periods in order to ‘remain’ in Ketosis. Food
choices are limited for ‘low carb’ and only
really doable for a 5 day stretch.
On the 5 Day Fasting Mimicking Diet you
will be eating the same food each day. The
standard Keto diet includes a lot of animal
protein, fish, dairy and fats that have a
profound and detrimental effect longer
term on our physiology. This is why Dr
Longo created a safe plant-based version
of the plan to ensure maximum benefit
without the meat and dairy downside.
Plant-based foods are naturally well
absorbed.
Overwhelming
scientific
evidence shows that this diet long term is
anti-inflammatory, PH neutral, lowers lactic
acid and increases energy levels. This is
why many top athletes and celebrities have
switched to plant-based diets. Maintaining
the diet is both healthier and convenient to
adopt.
Blood markers after 5 days of the
Fasting Mimicking Diet reveal huge
shifts in lowered blood pressure, lowered
cholesterol levels, lower triglycerides and
many diabetics have experience less insulin
resistance. Also there is a big reduction in
IGF1 (insulin like growth factor 1) levels.
This growth hormone, once lowered, can
reverse the further growth of cancer cells
while autophagy sets about replacing
damaged cells with new stem cells. The
protection mechanism is so powerful that
when chemotherapy is administered to
cancer patients, the cells have a massively
improved resistance to damage from the
poison, not only creating less side effects,
but also helping to leave the cancer cells
even better exposed to deletion from the
poison.

The other incredible effect of fasting is
longevity. Experiments done on animals
showed a 2-fold extension in life span if
done once every month for 5 days. This
would be equivalent in a human of 160
years!
Would I have Chemotherapy? NO!, but
if you are already or considering this
treatment you would be wise to look into
this approach further as the results are
outstanding when used in conjunction with
the Fasting Mimicking Diet.
For an overview of how and why this is
so beneficial, take a look at this video
on
Brighteon.com
https://www.
brighteon.com/3779deb9-f3c8-482f8577-de2adf0f321f
I have done the 5 Day Fasting Mimicking
Diet three times and each time noticed big
beneficial changes in my blood work after
the fasting.
Summary of the effects of Fasting
Mimicking Diet
Decrease
numerous
markers
of
inflammation, including arthritis, joint pain
and even multiple sclerosis.
Enhance heart health by improving blood
pressure.
Reduced
plaque,
Triglycerides
and
Cholesterol Levels.
Switching up your diet and lifestyle is one
of the most effective ways to reduce your
risk of heart disease.
Reduced levels of ‘bad’ LDL cholesterol
and blood triglycerides thanks to reduced
arterial inflammation
Can Boost Brain Function and Prevent
Neurodegenerative Disorders
Though research is mostly limited to animal
research, several studies have found that
fasting can have a powerful effect on brain
health. In particular, studies in animals
suggest that fasting may protect against
and improve outcomes for conditions such
as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s
Aids ‘sustained’ weight loss by limiting
calorie intake and boosting metabolism.
The Fasting Mimicking Diet was found
to be more effective than calorie restriction
at increasing fat loss while simultaneously
preserving muscle tissue.
Increases human growth hormone (HGH),
a type of protein hormone that is central
to many aspects of your health. Research

Continued on page 35
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Continued from page 34
shows that this key hormone is involved
in growth, metabolism, weight loss and
muscle strength
One study in 11 healthy adults showed that
fasting for 24 hours significantly increased
levels of HGH. This will lower insulin
secretion to help maintain steady blood
sugar throughout the day - important for
diabetics.
In one study, rats that fasted every other
day experienced a delayed rate of ageing
and lived 83% longer than rats that didn’t
fast
Can Aid in Cancer Prevention and
Recovery - Increases the Effectiveness of
Chemotherapy
Animal and test-tube studies indicate that
fasting can benefit the treatment and
prevention of cancer. A test-tube study
showed that exposing cancer cells to
several cycles of fasting was as effective
as chemotherapy in delaying tumour
growth and increased the effectiveness
of
chemotherapy
drugs
on
cancer
formation. During the 5 day fasting, cells
go into ‘healthy’ protection mode, leaving
unhealthy cancerous cells exposed to the
poisonous chemicals used in chemotherapy.
If you suffer from diabetes or low blood
sugar, fasting can lead to spikes and crashes
in your blood sugar levels; potentially
dangerous without careful monitoring of
blood sugar and raised ketone levels as you
transition into Ketosis. Professional help
and monitoring is advised if this approach
is considered.
Fasting is not generally recommended if

frail, underweight, or suffering acute organ
decline. For more information go to the
main site where all the scientific studies
are shown https://valterlongo.com/
cancer-for-doctors/
When using the Fasting Mimicking Diet,
be sure to drink at least 2 litres of water per
day with a pinch of Celtic or Himalayan pink
salt added for electrolytes. When coupled
with a nutritious diet and healthy lifestyle,
incorporating fasting into your routine could
really benefit your health in many ways.
Herxheimer Effect Or ‘Healing Crises’
If our health is in decline, this will have
happened over a long period of time and
reversing all this in a week is a big ask, so
be patient, stick to the basic principles and
in time the rewards will be worthwhile.
Imagine you were going to renovate your
entire home; new plastering, new flooring,
new kitchen, bathroom whilst also replacing
the old plumbing and electricity cabling at
the same time! The dust and debris would
be horrific!  
When we detox and fundamentally change
the way we have always had our body
under our perceived control, this will cause
huge shifts in metabolism and the fall-out
will manifest itself in numerous ways from
continual headaches to aching joints or an
upset tummy. Whilst adjusting to more
fibre than usual, you may feel worse and
mood and energy levels can also drop. This
adjustment period can be uncomfortable
for some, either mild or unnoticeable and if
it does occur can reverse within a few days.

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

A three month time frame is needed to
notice a definite change or improvement
(although blood markers will improve far
more quickly). This is simply because this
metabolic shift needs to happen while all
the debris and toxic waste is clearing out.
The transition stage is the point where some
people can ‘fall off the wagon’ and simply
lose their determination and commitment to
continue. Although stopping will allow you
to feel better, the job will just be starting.
You could encounter more obstacles. One
thing that helped me enormously was to
see the changes in my blood work where
I was able to come off all the medication
through
improved
blood
pressure,
cholesterol, lowered triglycerides and PSA
tumour marker levels and that vital IGF1
level dropped by 50%. A simple set of
blood work before beginning and then after
even 6 weeks will prove to you the effort
has been worthwhile.
If you want to learn more about the 5
day Fasting Mimicking Diet email
andrewhurrell2000@yahoo.com for the
balanced meal plan - around 1000 calories
on day 1 and 700 calories on days 2 to 5.
Next month we take a close look at nutrition
and why what we think as healthy and
nutritious may be unbalanced, meaning
your body needs to compensate for those
deficiencies.
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Is It Advisable To Prescribe An
Antibiotic If A Molar Hurts?
F came to my dental clinic with a
toothache that she described as stabbing
- especially when she was drinking cold
water. Afterwards, she would experience
a very sharp pain that remained for a
few seconds after drinking. Previously,
F had visited her family doctor and she
was prescribed an antibiotic, but the pain
remained even after more than 5 days.

a bacterial infection. To do this, it is
necessary to understand some of the
patient’s symptoms: for example, in the
case of F, it was possible that the pain
she experienced when eating/drinking
something hot or cold was not due to an
infection. In most cases, the pain that
is experienced due to thermal stimulus
can be solved without having to take any
antibiotics.

It is very common for doctors to
prescribe antibiotics to treat alleged oral
infections – however, not all that glitters
is gold! When it comes to toothaches,
the prescription of antibiotics should be
avoided unless it is absolutely necessary
and we are sure that we are facing

The big problem with self-medication or
the prescription of antibiotics is bacterial
resistance. Bacteria are organisms
capable of defending themselves against
antibiotics by developing defences that
make them immune to antibiotics, making
them more difficult to eradicate. That is
the main reason why neither doctors nor
dentists should prescribe any medication
without being sure that there is an actual
bacterial
infection.
Notwithstanding
that antibiotics also have undesired
side effects such as nausea, vomiting,
opportunistic infections, diarrhoea or
allergies.
The major issue with bacterial resistance
is that those bacteria that are difficult
to destroy can transmit to others the
genetic information that made them
resistant to an antibiotic. This represents
a major therapeutic challenge, since
easily treatable infections develop into
fatal illnesses in the face of conventional
antibiotics.
If you want to help your dentist and
your doctor to fight against bacterial
resistance, avoid taking antibiotics
without medical prescription and follow
your dentist’s instructions.
F suffered from reversible pulpitis, which
only required local therapy and a single
dental treatment – no antibiotics were
needed. Talk with your dentist about your
symptoms. He can help you.
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It seems like every year the dramatic
increase in the cost of electricity in Spain
makes news headlines and 2021 is no
exception.
Back in October 2018 we wrote that the
month of September ended with the cost
of electricity 45% higher than September
2017, putting the cost of electricity at the
highest it has been since 1998. However,
right in the middle of the cold spell last
month, prices rose steeply again to reach
the second highest level recorded in history.
Unfortunately, many of us will see these
increases reflected in February’s bill. The
reasons for last month’s dramatic cost
increase are similar to those for previous
increases.

turn lowering the costs of providing energy in
Spain. However, during last month’s spell of
bad weather from the storm ‘Filomena’, less
energy was produced from solar and wind,
so not enough Renewable Energy could be
generated to cover demand, which in turn
increased due to the low temperatures.

Once again, the cost of gas increased this
year and CO² emission penalties charged to
the energy companies are being passed on
to the consumer as part of the total energy
costs.

The contribution from cheap Renewable
Energy has increased to help reduce the
reliance on more expensive fossil fuels, in

First of all I would like to mention the
adoption of nine broiler hens that came to
us via Barajas Airport from Alma Libertaria.
They were part of a consignment of two-dayold chicks held by customs. These chicks
are not meant to live for more than 42 days,
which is the age they are killed for meat.
However, our chicks, the survivors, are now
almost 120 days old and enjoying life in
spite of them being cloned and organically
manipulated. They came to us at 43 days
and have lived a happy life. They are in
different states of health, although two of
them look as if they are enjoying life and
will live on. What is sad about this is that
these chicks, if they live, develop chronic
conditions affecting their legs.
We have a dressage horse called Domingo
looking for a forever home where he can
live retired from competition. Domingo
is a 12 yearold
Dutch
Warmblood.
He’s
still
very strong,
but not up
to high level
competition.
His
owners
love him and
Domingo
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At the time of writing, with record
temperatures as low as -25°C registered
in parts of Spain, the government
spokesperson, María Jesus Montero, stated
that a reduction in the current IVA level of
21% is not being considered and blamed
Brussels for not being able to apply any
tax discounts. However, as many other
countries within the European Union
have lower rates of tax for electricity, this

statement was called into question. Indeed,
the EU confirmed that member states are
completely free to apply a reduced sales tax
rate (IVA) to the cost of electricity. It seems
though that the government is not going
to be taking any steps to help offset the
increased electricity bills by cutting taxes at
the present time.
If you are concerned about the latest cost
increases and want to take steps to reduce
your electricity bills and reliance on fossil
fuels, these are some steps you can take:
Check the deals and plans offered by your
electricity supplier to make sure you have
the most suitable and cost-effective one to
suit you.
There are different energy suppliers so you
can shop around to find the one that offers
the best plan for your needs.
Use electricity efficiently by switching
garden lighting to solar and using L.E.D or
low-consumption bulbs inside the house.
Switch off appliances rather than leaving
them on stand-by etc.
Use Renewable Energy such as biomass
stoves for heating your home
Make use of Solar Energy to generate
electricity for your home and/or heat your
water.
For more information on Renewable
Energy and how it can help improve your
life, contact Free-Sol Solar at info@freesol.com or visit our webpage at www.freesol.com

want him to go to a home where he will be
loved in turn.

shipment for those of you who would like to
buy a copy. Buy a book. Save a life!

Sadly our pig Dottie died just before
Christmas. She died from sepsis which had
spread, despite her surgery. Sometimes
you can do everything necessary but when
an animal’s time comes, there’s nothing you
can do about
it.

F
o
r
information
about
our
activities,
check
our
w e b s i t e
w w w .

One of our
perimeter
walls
was
blown down
by
heavy
At Pony Club with Sandy and winds at the
a Broiler
end of 2020.
Luckily for us, one of our volunteers posted
a cry for help which was picked up by a
building company that was pleased to send
men who helped us rebuild.
Here we would like to thank Karen, Sharon
and Lyne, who call Cavalli Foundation
their happy place. We are certainly very
pleased to have them around!
Our book, Nevado, The Cock-A-DoodleDoo Who Lost His Voice, sold out over
Christmas. We have just received a new

Pony Club Kids with the
Broiler hens
cavallifoundation.org, our Facebook page
and Instagram or you can Whatsapp or call
us on 00 34 636 172 198
Email info@cavallifoundation.org

You can donate to Cavalli Foundation:
Bank transfer:
ES26 1491 0001 2720 5929 3726
Swift code TRIOESMMXXX
Go to our web or Facebook page and press
on the ‘donate’ button for Paypal or make
a telephone donation via Bizum 636172198.
Please contact us if you would like to be a
Cavalli Foundation volunteer. We and all
the animals would be very grateful for your
help and generosity.
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What attracts people to Cartagena? What
attracts YOU to Cartagena? The old part
of the City is, in places, one of the most
beautiful cities in Spain, but, outside of the
rightly popular museums and landmarks,
how many people actually look up to see
the beauty of its historical architecture,
the majesty of its city walls or its historical
buildings? Do you have an understanding
of how the part of Cartagena that once
rested within the 5km of city walls, actually
came to be the city that it now is?
Have you had your photograph taken next
to the statue of the woman sitting on the
bench in Calle Carmen?
Do you know who she was and why Calle
Carmen is named after her? You may also
have had your photograph taken on the
sea-front next to the magnificent brooding
statue called ‘El Zulo’, but what is its
significance?
What is that submarine doing on a
roundabout in Calle Alphonso XIII – and
who on earth was Alphonso XIII?

landscape, when there is an historical
anniversary of particular note.
The historic town of Cartagena is part of
what is now a sprawling cosmopolitan city.
Historically it was bordered by what is now
Calle Alphonso XIII on the north side and
the sea front and marina on the south.
The naval port/base within The Arsenal
lies to the west and to the east are what
historically were the fishing pueblos of El
Batel and Santa Lucia and now the entrance
to the commercial port. Between 1765 and
1789, in tandem with the development of
the naval and artillery/military facilities,
Cartagena’s massive and magnificent
5km of defensive walls were built. Initially
encircling the entire town, around 70% are
still intact and they are still known as ‘La
Muralla de Carlos III’ after the monarch at
the time they were built.

Cantonal War

Scene of the Artillery Park, now the Museum,
at the end of the Cantonal War

Over the coming months we will bring you
articles about the City and the surrounding
areas in which you live, putting the role
of Cartagena into the wider Spanish
historical scene and detailing things that
have happened here and which, unless
you are Spanish, you may know very little
about - not the Romans and Carthaginians.
There is a mass of information available
about them and every year they have
the international re-enactment festival.
Instead, we will look at some of the
lesser-known, wider history of Spain; in
many instances how the British have been
involved in the history of Cartagena and
how, historically and sometimes in living
memory, Cartagena and the surrounding
area has been the centre of Spanish hopes,
aspirations and progress.
We will also
occasionally wander along ‘The Costas’, a
relatively recent addition to the Spanish
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Cartagena is blessed with so much
important history which it now proudly
displays.
Much of it is open to the
public either in one of the many free or
inexpensive museums and displays, or
by simply walking around the City centre.
There are also a number of well-regarded
historians, volunteers and researchers who
are trying to safeguard that history and
endeavour to get as much information as
they can into the public domain.
Mindful of the travel restrictions that are
in place at the time of writing (January,
2021) and understanding the need of
people to be able to get out of their homes,
we are starting with a free museum in
Cartagena. It is not as widely known as
the Amphitheatre or Naval Museum, but
it holds a number of national collections,
a four-times Guinness Book of Records
winning collection and architecture that in
itself is quite astounding AND it’s not only
open at the moment, but admission is free.
The Military Museum At Cartagena
To explain the origins of the Museo
Historico
Militar
de
Cartagena,
it is necessary to
give some historical
background
to
it
being built.
From
the end of the 17th
century into early
18th century, Spain
was at the centre
of an international
conflict (The War of
Spanish Succession)
between
the
Bourbons, the rulers

of France and other parts of Europe and
the Austro-Hungarian Hapsburgs which,
in 1714, the Bourbons won, enabling the
British government, which had latterly
switched sides to support the Bourbons,
to consolidate their hold on their newly
acquired possessions of Gibraltar and
Menorca.

152,4/50 Vickers gun (1923).
Coastal gun, produced in Spain under British
license. Sixteen of these guns were deployed
into four Batteries in Cartagena (1926
Defence Plan) located in between “Tiñoso”
Cape and “Negrete” Cape. They were the
most advanced guns in their time, with their
maximum range of 22 kilometres. One of
these guns sunk the “Castillo de Olite” ship
from the “Parajola” battery on March 7th,
1939. 1,477 people were killed

King Philip V was put on the throne
bringing a French-style centralist attitude
to Spanish government, basing himself in
Madrid, rather than the devolved ‘handsoff’ approach of the previous monarchs.
As a result, the government looked at
the strategic and logistical importance
of the various natural deep-anchorage
ports around the peninsular, Cartagena,
El Ferrol and Cadiz, developing them to
become the three major naval and artillery
bases on the mainland, a role they broadly
fulfilled until the end of the Franco era.
Initially, from 1716, Cartagena was
used to service naval galleys, developing
over time to become the base of the
Mediterranean galley fleet. When Spain
switched to using sailing ships in its
navy, Cartagena became the Armada’s
major Mediterranean base having its own
squadron of ships and huge shipbuilding
and repair facilities. The naval base, The
Arsenal, was finished in 1782 and many
of the port’s original buildings and walls
are still intact with The Arsenal remaining
the major Mediterranean naval base of the
Spanish Navy.
In parallel to the naval base, a major
artillery base intended to serve the whole
of South-Eastern Spain was being built.
It was originally built as ‘El Real Parque y
Maestranza de Artilleria’ during the reign
of Carlos III. Building started in 1767 and
finally finished on 25th August, 1786 and,
like parts of The Arsenal, it was designed
and built by Ferignán-Vodopitch, one of
Europe’s leading military architects and
engineers, who was also responsible for
Continued on page 41
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finishing The Arsenal.
Despite severe damage during the
Cantonal War and the Spanish Civil War,
many of the artillery and naval buildings of
this period have remained intact and in use
and several are now used for education or
Museum purposes
The Military Museum of Cartagena was
opened as a Museum on 11th June 1997
in what, for over 200 years, had been the
major artillery and supply/logistical base
and the headquarters of various artillery
and sometimes infantry regiments across
South-East Spain. It is one of a number
of similar military museums around the
country, all of which are on the military
establishment.
The Museum
comprises
several parts.
The
upper
galleries
show
the
development
of Cartagena
old town and
the history of
the
artillery
park.
There
are
some
s t u n n i n g
Museum Entrance
scale
models
of the city throughout the centuries
and explanations of the City’s history
on wall boards with some audio-visual
programmes in Spanish and English.
These are in rooms dedicated to various
events in Spain and Cartagena’s history;
eg the Cantonal War of 1873/1874.
In August 1873 Cartagena declared
independence from the central government.
When Cartagena finally surrendered in
January 1874, only 17 buildings were left
intact, the town having been pounded by
almost 27,000 shells from the surrounding
12 Government artillery batteries. The end
of the rebellion came when a lucky shot
from a government artillery position hit the
artillery base’s magazine. The subsequent
massive explosion killed 400 and injured
over 1,000 inhabitants. The Museum is
housed in the part of the Artillery Park not
razed by that explosion.

of medical equipment. Military engineering
equipment can be found in the projectile
room with displays ranging from stone
cannon-balls to modern missiles and the
internationally important Chapel, dedicated
to St Barbara, the patron saint of Artillery
personnel worldwide and of what was The
REME in the British Army.

Militar de Cartagena”. It is the volunteers
who do everything from restoring,
repairing and maintaining the artillery
pieces, to painting the exhibits, to making
an 80 year-old tank engine run for the first
time in 60 years, to curating the smallarms collection and the Guinness Book of
Records registered collection of military
miniatures. Guides also offer organised
tours in several languages and there are
both a Spanish and a British researcher
working on various aspects of the City’s
and Museum’s history. The ‘Amigos’ are
always looking for new volunteers to help
in the Museum. For further details you
can contact me at tonyfullerresearch@
gmail.com

Stug III self-propelled assault gun.
In 1943, Spain bought 10 of these weapons
from Germany. In service until 1954. It
carries a 75 mm gun on top of a Panzer III
tank chassis

The Museum also holds the national
collection of equipment, parts, motors
and everything needed to operate the
integrated artillery system installations
bought from Vickers in the UK as part of
the 1926 Defence Plan. The guns were
installed in the four major naval/artillery
bases around Spain, some of which are still
in place, eg in Portman.
In the main lower halls, is one of the finest
collections of large military hardware in
Europe. It ranges from the muzzle-loading
cannon of the 17th century, through the
whole range of cannon of every description
built over four centuries, to the Roland
missile launchers of recent times, many
pieces originating in the UK.
The Cartagena Museum’s core staff
are three serving army officers, a team of
civilian guardians/security staff and a team
who maintain the building. However, all
the conservation, repair and research work
and much of the curating of the collections
is carried out by Spanish and British
volunteers through a registered cultural
association “Amigos del Museo Historico

T26 Tank

It is really impossible to adequately
describe The Museum.
The main
courtyard is a delight and The Museum
could be visited ten times and you would
still be finding new things and new pieces
of information.
Please note that, even though there are
restrictions in place at present for visitors
to The Museum, it is still open to the
public. Small groups of 5 or less, even
single visitors, can arrange to have a
guided tour of The Museum via the email
address above.
All photographs are copyright of the
Gobierno de Espana/Ministerio de Defensa
and are used with the permission of the
Director of the Museum, Commandante
(Major) Juan Antonio Martinez Sanchez.

Another room is dedicated to the Civil War
and the circumstances which surrounded
the tragic and unnecessary sinking of
the ‘Castillo de Olite’, a Nationalist troop
and transport carrier. On 7th March 1939,
shortly before the end of the Civil War, the
ship was sunk close to Cartagena harbour
leading to the deaths of 1,499 Nationalist
soldiers. A 152, 4/50 Vickers gun, similar
to the gun which sunk the ship, is on
display in The Museum.
The upper galleries also house the
collections of Spanish flags (banderas),
uniforms and small arms and, an Airfix kit
builder’s dream, the Guinness world-record
holding collection of military miniatures
which currently stands at over 3,000 items
with more in the pipeline!
The lower level has two parts; the first is
the ‘quiet area’ where there are displays
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Is Bitcoin an Investment?
Most people have heard of Bitcoin, but do
not know what Bitcoin actually is.
Bitcoin is one of hundreds of Crypto
Currencies (Cryptos) that are now on the
market. Bitcoin was the first and has only
been around since 2009, after Satoshi
Nakamoto allegedly mined the first one the
previous year. I say ‘allegedly’, because
it is now a common theory that no such
person actually exists and is a persona
created by a team of IT wizards, who
invented Bitcoin.
Crypto is essentially electronic cash that is
used as payment on a peer to peer basis
and now there are many Cryptos, each
trying to develop IT structures that will be
able to be used as the payment system
of the future.
In recent years, large
organisations have been looking at their
own systems and looking at which Crypto
can provide the best service. It is almost
like the Space Race of the 60’s when USA
and USSR were trying to be the first to land
on the moon. This is what is driving the
prices up and down in the Crypto market
now - as each takes turns in announcing
their latest development.

agree. On one hand, Bill Gates, founder of
Microsoft, thinks it will be common place
and how most transactions will occur; on
the other hand, Warren Buffet, the world
foremost investment expert, thinks it will
all come crashing down.
When you look at how some of the Cryptos
have performed over the last year through
the Pandemic period, you can see why
there continues to be hysteria. The current
1-year return on Bitcoin is 298.49%*.
Other popular Cryptos - Etherium
561.17%* and even Ripple 30.66%*
which is currently under investigation
by the SEC and could result with holders
losing everything.
For every success story there has been
a scam with regards to Cryptos too. The
biggest is Bit-Connect which was a Ponzi
pyramid scheme and has resulted with
thousands of people losing millions. Every
day there are teams of geeks trying to
raise money through their ICO’s (Initial
Coin Offerings) hoping they will ‘strike it
big’. Most of these come to nothing and
people investing lose all their money.

Many think Crypto is a bubble that will
burst and others think it will be the way of
the future. Esteemed leaders of the world
in business and commerce can’t even

The initial question was ‘Is Bitcoin an
Investment?’
My answer is in the
long term I do not know. I would see it
as a gamble and would definitely avoid
investing significant amounts of a portfolio
in Crypto. If you are considering, I would

Hello Friends,
Well here we are in February already, thinking
about preparing for Easter but first Shrove
Tuesday and Lent.

think we are all suffering from what we could
call ‘Pandemic Fatigue’. The longer it goes
on, the deeper we have to dig into our own
personal survival kits.

This year Shrove Tuesday falls on February
16th. I do hope we can all enjoy a day of
Pancake eating! Pancakes galore with each
other would be wonderful; if not let’s eat at
home and share our Pancake attempts on
video.

In the Bible there are 2 verses that give us
good advice for this coping with ‘Pandemic
Fatigue’;
Thessalonians 5:18 - A true friend will build
you up.

We start Lent with Ash Wednesday on 17th
February. Usually we have ready the burned
crosses of last year’s Holy Palms. Again we
think
about
our
Lenten
Sacrifice,
but it seems
a big ask after
the
months
of restrictions
to even think
about making
a n o t h e r
sacrifice.
If living with
COVID
is
beginning
to wear you
down, you are
not alone. I
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Stay connected to friends through video
chats, phone calls, email and/or messenger.
Reach out to friends when you are having a
bad day and check in to see how they are
doing. Exchange tips on what’s helping you
to cope. Try to find a way to do something
kind for a friend, it will make a bad day feel
better.
Proverbs 18:1 - In contrast,
isolation puts our health at risk.

prolonged

By contacting friends, you are ensuring
that they have someone to speak to and to
share their joys or problems with and so do
you. Although you may not be able to meet
physically, you can still speak to each other.
Both these verses tell us how we can help
ourselves during this pandemic.
These verses can also be used as a Lenten
Promise. A Lenten Promise doesn’t have to

only invest what you are prepared to lose
and have a high tolerance to volatility.
2-5% of your overall portfolio would be
reasonable if you’re a ‘Speculator’, but
I would open a dummy account first and
use ‘play money’ to get used to the huge
swings. In today’s financial climate it is
essential you do everything you can to
make sure your money is safe.
Blacktower
120 Avenida Dr. Artero Guirao 2C
San Pedro Del Pinatar
30740, Murcia
Our office suite is easy to find on the main
N332 through road of San Pedro del Pinatar
with easy parking.
If you want more information or wish to
make an appointment to discuss your own
situation then call 657 684 094 or email
keith.littlewood@blacktowerfm.com
Blacktower Financial Management
(International) Limited is licensed
by the Gibraltar Financial Services
Commission.
Licence
00805B.
Blacktower Financial Management
Limited is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority in
the UK and is registered with both the
DGS and CNMV in Spain.
Source
ETORO
13/01/2021

online

platform

mean going without something. It can mean
giving of yourself, time or money: something
that will benefit others. You could choose to
contact a different friend each day/week, or
visit a friend that you know would love some
c o m p a n y,
even
if
it
means sitting
o u t s i d e
s o c i a l l y
distanced.
Make
a
donation each
week to one
of the many
charities that
are so much
in need.
The main thing in Lent is to take on a
discipline and follow it through for 6 weeks that’s the hard bit!
Sadly, there isn’t any news of any lifting of
the restrictions yet, so services in church are
still not possible, but Rev Val is still videoing
a service each Sunday at about 10.30am.
You can watch it on St Nicholas Church
Facebook page.
Stay safe everyone
Chris Leiper
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Don’t take a chance by leaving your
unoccupied
holiday/rental
property
unchecked. Overgrown gardens, peeling
paint, rain damage and dirty terraces are just
a few indications to an unoccupied property
and therefore provide a great opportunity to
potential thieves/squatters!
With
travel
restrictions
still in place
at the time
of
writing
and borders
closed, with
the exception
of essential
travel
and
the situation
unlikely
to
be resolved
in
the
immediate
future,
it
means only
one thing – the maintenance and appearance
will decline even further, making it a costly
and time-consuming process when you are
able to return.
It’s all very well having a kind neighbour
to have your key to check it, but are they

What Is Truth?
Can you imagine what it must be like to work
in a car accident claims centre?
Driver A has a collision with driver B. Both
have filled in claim forms and they arrive on
the desk of a clerk to be assessed as to who is
responsible, what is the liability who is going
to pay.
Driver A is asked how fast he was driving and
says he was doing 40-50kmph.

really going to want the responsibility when
you get a cockroach infestation, a leaky roof
resulting in mould throughout the property,
or stagnant water in under buildings and/
or water deposits. Dry drains, sewage
pipes, household waste pipes are all nasty
breeding grounds for a range of insects and
creatures when a property is not looked after
and cared for properly. Fridge freezers left
unattended can result in mould and bacteria
appearing. All
these
things
can and will
seriously
affect
the
health
and
safety of your
home.
It would also
be wise to
check
your
insurance
cover if you
are not using
the services of
a professional.
Casa Pro are fully legal and offer official
contracts for your peace of mind. They take
pride in their work and will take care of your
property as if it was their own.

Driver B is asked how fast driver A was
travelling and he says he was driving 5060kmph.
The speed limit was 50kmph
This creates a dilemma. It reminds us there
are two sides or more to every story. The
insurance clerk has to decide who is liable and
which insurance company will end up paying
the repair bill.
A lady speaking in church recently said in her
message that there are three sides to every
story. There is my side, there is your side and
there is the truth!
If you ever bring the name of Jesus into a
conversation, there will almost always be
someone who denies His existence. Jesus
spent his life explaining the truth to the
people He met. The Gospel of John chapter 14
recounts one such time: One day Jesus was
talking with His disciples and started to tell
them about the place that had been promised
for Him when He left this earth. Thomas said
“How can we know the way?” and Jesus said
“I am the way, the truth and the life.”
There is only one way to Heaven and that
is through Jesus. We know it’s true because
Jesus told us so. Jesus told us the Father sent
Him and the Father sent Him to bring the
truth to a hurting world.
This truth can be confusing. When Jesus stood
before Pilate at His trial He told him about
the truth. Pilate retorted “What is truth?” and
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Casa Pro offer a basic ‘keyholding and check
service’, but are experienced in property
maintenance and building work including
electrical, tiling, painting and plumbing.
They can tidy up your garden, clean inside
and out (including windows and pools) and
carry out remedial building works, meaning
you don’t have to ask a variety of different
trades to help. Casa Pro really is an ‘all
under
one
r o o f ’
professional
company.
Don’t let one
of the biggest
investments
of your life
turn in to a
nightmare.
We have various packages available to
suit all budgets; a small price to pay
compared to your original investment and
the possible problems and expenditure that
may be incurred without the services of a
professional.
Call Casa Pro now for further information
on 0034 680 326 817 or email
casapro2021@gmail.com

returned Jesus to the Jewish leaders.
Certainly the Jewish leaders had a different
opinion of truth from Pilate and that was
different from the truth Jesus revealed to
them, but let us be in no doubt; Jesus is
truth. If we want to find the way to Heaven,
then we have to believe in Jesus and we have
to accept that He says is truth.
Do you know the truth?
Do you know the way to Heaven?
At Wellspring Church we strongly believe
that Jesus is the way, the truth and the life
and we have many testimonies to confirm
this. Jesus has become part of the everyday
life of the people who attend Wellspring and
we want to invite you to know this truth and
to know that the truth will set you free.
The COVID-19 rules have become much
tighter in January and we can’t meet together
at the moment. We can’t invite you to come
and join us in our Sunday service in our
building, but we can invite you to join us
online. We produce a full Sunday service each
week on YouTube and we want to invite you
to join us and hear about the truth of Jesus.
If you log on the www.YouTube.com and
search for Wellspring Spain Sunday you
should find us.
If you need to talk to someone, drop an email
to admin@wellspringvictorychurch.com
and we will be pleased to talk to you. We want
you to know the truth and to discover that the
truth will set you free.
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Generational Breakdown
Generations can be confusing. Being a
woman in my mid-fifties I had only heard of
one generation; the one which I belong to:
the ‘Baby Boomers’. However, since I have
got two daughters, one in her late twenties
and the other in her early thirties, I started
to feel curious about which generation they
belonged to, since ‘Millennials’ was the only
name I could think of.

Although it is important to remember that,
at an individual level, everyone is different,
generally speaking, the vision passed
down through generations provides useful
predictability. Let’s say the group follows the
drill and shares lot of things.

The ‘X Generation’ usually born between
1965-1980 have also had some major
events that outlined and stamped their lives:
the availability of the pill, cable TV and both
parents working outside the home.

I am neither a linguistic literate nor
a bookworm on this subject, far from
it. However, I am quite curious about
the reasons why a new word is born.
Consequently, I am really interested in the
different explanations for the coinage of
different words for different generations.
I am aware of the fact that different
generations have different things in common,
from larger generational conversations on
topics, to differences, similarities and trends
which may include such diverse topics as
employment, shopping, music, feelings and
much more.
Not only is a generation a group of people
who were born around the same time, but
that also grew up in the same place. People
in this ‘range’ show similar characteristics,
preferences and values throughout their
lives. ‘Millennials’, for example, are the most
consistent generation globally. However,
we still see important differences between
‘Millennials’ raised in urban environments
and ‘Millennials’ who migrate to rural areas,
or those who move to new countries.

and entitlement of ‘Millennials’. In addition,
certain events have shaped and marked
the parents of ‘Linksters’ (those kids who
could be a hybrid of ‘Baby Boomers’ and
‘Generation X’s’ children) which among
others include civil rights, the equal
opportunity fight for women and, of course,
the sexual revolution.

Currently, there are five generations that
make up our society (according to critics
the three main trends shaping this concept
are: parenting, technology and economics).
Perhaps some of them may be totally
unknown to you, as happened to me with
the so-called ‘Traditionalists’ or ‘Silent
Generation’ born in 1945 and before. On the
contrary, much is known and much more
has been said about ‘Millennials’ or ‘Gen Y’
born between 1977-1995, ‘Generation X’
born between 1965-1976 and, of course,
‘Baby Boomers’ born between 1946-1964.
Surprisingly, there is a new one. Have you
ever heard of the ‘Linkster Generation’ born
after 2002 (and therefore post-millennial),
sometimes referred to as ‘Generation Z’?
The term ‘Linkster Generation’ was created
considering the fact that it is the first
generation to be linked into technology from
day one.
Above all, what strikes me most is the fact
that each generation has a motto. Curiously
enough, ‘Millennials’ brought technology
into the cultural focus and have driven other
generations to use it. However, do not forget
that there are ‘Millennials’ who remember
how a dial phone worked or even, although
currently it seems almost impossible, what
life was like before any social media.

As workers, ‘Linksters’ will, in all likelihood,
be the most technologically savvy of any
generation in the workforce. They know
how to effortlessly navigate apps and
smartphones
and,
undoubtedly,
they
are quicker to learn and adapt to the
latest technological advancements both
professionally and personally. In addition,
‘Linksters’ might also be the first generation
that may not know what having just one
full-time job is like, dramatically different
from the ‘Baby Boomers’ who are used to
it. ‘Linksters’ with so many flexible work
options available might have a blend of parttime jobs, a full-time job along with a side
gig or, most likely, a few freelance contracts
to make their living.
All in all, just as more than one expert has
commented, no criticism should be made
about any of the different generations.
It is true that some negative undertones
have been implied about the upcoming
generations, but I wonder, who has nothing
to blame or criticize about that generation
which is not your own?
‘Millennials’ have been labelled as lazy
yet entitled, as well as ‘snowflakes’, the
‘X Generation’ as hardworking, playing
hard, being cynical and even self-obsessed
or narcissistic and ‘Baby Boomers’ were
blamed by ‘Millennials’ for having destroyed
the economy.
Once you know all that… which generation do
you belong to? Do you agree with experts?
Maria Ignacia Funes Vera
Escuela Oficial de Idiomas de Murcia

Family structure is another aspect of
generational
concept.
The
parenting
philosophy of the ‘Baby Boomers is, “We
want it to be easier for our kids than it was
for us.” This reasoning, in turn, helped build
and strengthen the sense of empowerment
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I am writing this in mid-January when
our members who are here in Murcia are
confined to their municipalities and only
able to meet with family members; a type
of lockdown. Thankfully at the moment this
is not as strict as the initial Spanish version
where even exercise was prohibited.

Castellar

We have also had a flurry of snow and some
very cold overnight temperatures. Despite
these difficult times, some people have
still kept walking. WARM has a Facebook
page and I thought this month I would
share with you some of the adventures of
our members, together with some of their
stunning photographs.
Two of our
members
who
are
stranded
in
the UK, were
delighted to
get a delivery
of
our
walking book
from Santa.
They
made
this comment
“One
of
these days”,
but for now
Castellar fox
they can only
read about the walks. We have two new
members in Corvera, Diane and Larry and
they managed a coastal walk at Bolnuevo
recently enjoying stunning coastal views. I
am sure they could offer to lead this walk
for others once we get some normality.
One of our
very talented
members,
Rick,
put
together
a
fabulous
video
with
Christmas
m u s i c
showcasing
photographs
from
last
season’s
walks.
It
certainly
h e l p e d

r e p l a c e
our
usual
Christmas
walk, which
includes silly
hats and a
bit of Carol
Singing.
It
cheered
up
so
many
people
and
there
were
lots of very
p o s i t i v e
comments,
including;
Murcia coast
Wonderful!
Happy Days! Very Poignant! Fabulous! and
it also set off a conversation about making
sausage rolls and mince pies!!

weather, only unsuitable clothing!”
Wainwright was a fascinating man and
anyone familiar with walking in the Lake
District will recognise this description and
his small guides to the fells make very
interesting reading. His Pictorial Guides to
the Lakeland Fells are a unique mixture of
beautiful pen-and-ink sketches, maps and
musings.
I think I mentioned in a previous article
that we have been trying to develop a logo
for the group and we think we are now
pretty close and we will begin to use this
on our communications. Here is a sneak
preview although there might be some
final tweaks.

Some people created ‘walking bubbles’,
(within the limits of 6 people and observing
the rules about spacing and masks). The
Moratalla folk enjoyed a spectacular day
from Moratalla out towards Socovos and
an exhilarating walk that was rewarded
with beautiful views as you can see from
the photos.
Our President
Jessica is still
keeping
up
her walking
too, braving
the weather
to keep fit
and
active.
I have been
trying
out
using
the
Strava
app
and it seems
to be fine.
It uses GPS
signal to plot
your
route
Our President
and allows you
to save it to share with others.

New Warm Logo

As I look out from my terrace onto the Sierra
Espuña, still with a little bit of snow on the
tops, I am wondering where we will be in a
month’s time. Hopefully we will be seeing
reductions in the numbers of COVID cases
due to a combination of the strict measures
and the increasing use of the vaccines.

Until next time.

The bravest of all of our members is David
who put on his winter gear and walked in
the recent snow. He posted; “A short walk
on Monte El Castellar this morning. Had
a surprise visit from a fox trotting up the
track. He stopped to allow me 3 photos
then trotted off. It was so lovely walking
on pristine snow apart from a few animal
tracks.”

Strava
Picture at the Top-Moratalla

This reminded me of the adage by Alfred
Wainwright; “There’s no such thing as bad
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The ‘F’ Word
Not, what you are most likely thinking!
According to wordfinders.com, there are
5,055 words starting with the letter F. With
so much choice, how sad that in today’s
society the title has been given to a word
of obscenity. Truly not worthy of such a
title!
By far more so worthy, I feel, would be
the word forgiveness or what about
forgotten? You see they go hand in hand
really.

is gone and a new life emerges. God has
given the world a fresh start by offering
‘forgiveness of sins’ and He has given us

the responsibility of telling everyone.
Then the reality, which I find astounding,
is that once forgiven, Christ then forgets
about it, never to be recalled.
I wonder how often we say, maybe to a
loved one, “I forgive you” and then remind
them later on, if only in a teasing manner?
God put the wrong on Jesus who never
did any wrong, just so that we could be
put right with God. How do you feel about
getting a fresh start?

Because of what Christ did for me and come
to that matter for you also, when He died
on the cross, I am completely forgiven of
all the things I have done and said which I
feel ashamed of and would prefer to forget
about; past, present and future.

Excerpts from The Message.

Didn’t He say “Forgive them for they know
not what they do” when He was hanging
on the cross?

If you would like to contact us regarding
anything we have publicised or may be
planning in the future, our contact details
are:
Lynda.spain@hotmail.co.uk
Derek.tycymru@gmail.com
Tel 633 447 937

One man died for ‘everyone’. That puts
us all in the same boat. Anyone united
with Jesus gets a fresh start. The old life

Welcome House
3A Campillo y Suertes
Cehegin

I guess you all need cheering up. Recent
events and news seem to have affected
even my well-known sense of humour. I
was talking on Zoom the other day to a
friend about how depressing the news is
and I admitted that the previous evening
I couldn’t stand watching the UK news and
enjoyed old episodes of Only Fools and
Horses instead. We all need some lighthearted input in these dark depressing
times.

I’m not a shrinking violet; far from it. I’m
fairly tough, seen most of life’s nonsense
and how low people can behave. As a
playwright and author I make up plots and
explore the realms of fiction. Honestly, I
couldn’t make up the stuff that is happening
in the world at the moment. If I submitted
a play or novel with these events as the
plot, producers and publishers would say
“Sorry, your plot is too unlikely. It could
never happen.”
OK, so what can I write to cheer you up?
If you are a Christian, lots. If not, tough!
You have got to find your own salvation
and I hope you do; truly. Some have a
glowing attitude to their faith; everything is
wonderful and all you need to do is believe.
Fine; just don’t believe in governments
and those supposed to know everything
and make it all better for everyone. This
brings us to the little people; you and me.
There are still millions of good folk out
there who care and help their neighbours.
Surely that cheers us up and gives us hope.
I will still watch the news, rejoicing in the
good which overcomes all the darkness and
the lies and idiocy which make you want
to chuck something at the TV screen. Then
you remember how much a new TV costs!
Apparently Elvis used a six-shooter to shoot
out his TV screen when he got annoyed,
but there again he had the dollars to cover
such impetuous action. There is a moral
there somewhere.
I’m going to end with the simple words
of the hymn ‘What a Friend we have in
Jesus’. Oh yeah you dimwit, dream on I
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can hear some
of you groaning.
Doesn’t
make
the words any
less
hopeful
or
any
less
true. They are
the reality of
my
everyday
existence.
We
need a friend
who is honest
and faithful, tells
it like it is, even
when we block
our ears and
much more; who
forgives our sins
to the point of
dying for us on that cruel Cross. So we can
be blameless in the Father’s eyes.
I’d love to talk with you, confidentially.
Not to convert you, but to share our life
experiences. I guess you won’t bother, but
God loves a trier … hope springs eternal.
We do a short worship service every week
from The Olive Grove Retreat in Calasparra
and I can send you the link if you wish to
view:
ahrea2@yahoo.co.uk or ring 634 386
179
‘Bye for now and God bless you
Rev Andrew
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Regular readers of Rainbow Satellites
TV News will know that Trevor and
Alan assist in the running of Friends of
Mazarrón Animals. Blowing my own
trumpet, we do a grand job with just
volunteers! Every cent raised goes to
the animals – not one human benefits!
This awful pandemic has affected us all
financially – some more so than others
– and FMA is not exempt. We receive
no grants and all our funds come from
either self-raised or donations and the
pandemic has stopped all our fund
raising activities except our Online Shop
(see FMA FB page and get a bargain)
and the 100 Club (contribute 2€ a week,
paid 10€ monthly and you have a ‘1 in
100’ chance of winning 100€. There is
a maximum 100 members (18 places
left). Every Friday at 8pm on the FMA
Facebook is the live draw to determine
that week’s winner; (four-Friday months
have two draws on the last Friday.); a
little bit of fun, some money to FMA and
the chance of winning 500€ a month.
Foster dogs at the Rainbow house –
Ben and Emi – are just fine along with
the residents Rueben and Tasi. Watch
the 100 Club draw and you will probably
see them! Contact us for more details.
TV News
ITV Player watchers who paid 10€ (?)
a month for an ‘overseas’ subscription
will have lost the service – another
benefit of Brexit! It is still possible to
watch ITV Player and other streaming
services with a VPN, but that costs
money monthly and all the TV operators
say that they have allocated funds
to find and close VPN loopholes. The
regulators of all countries really do need

to sort an overseas viewing method to
legally watch any countries’ TV in any
other country – but I have been arguing
that for the 22 years I have been in the
business.
One benefit of Brexit may be that the
enforcement of watching UK TV overseas
(it is technically illegal) may well
become less important to the Spanish
Authorities. Under EU law they had to
act if a request was made, but I suspect
Spain will not now act on a whinging
BBC/ITV/SKY
complaint,
especially
with all governments in pandemic debt.
I have found, for me, two benefits
of Brexit – Stable UK TV and a Blue
Passport on renewal! (I could write a
book on the losses – to me anyway).
We had a surprise just after Christmas –
Movistar installed fibre into our village –
which is the back of beyond and we now
have fibre internet at 100mbs – with
600 possible at just 19.95€ per month!
We always knew the difference a fibre
optic connection would make to IPTV
(Internet TV), but had never experienced
it. Well 10 days in and I don’t think we
have seen a TV ‘blip’. Another client
living ‘out in the sticks’ has also been
connected to Movistar fibre so they are
rapidly moving into the campo, having
installed in all the towns and villages.
If you go to movistar.es you can apply
online and an engineer will come out to
assess the possible installation. Ours
came within two days and the engineers
two days later.
If fibre is not yet
available (there is a legal requirement
to supply every Spanish home with fast
internet by, I think, 2024) they will put
you on their waiting list and offer you

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

50MPS by 4G until fibre is possible, but
for this you will need a good Movistar
mobile signal. The ‘franchise’ company
WIMAX have an agreement to use
Movistar and Orange fibre installed lines
so you can ask through them, especially
if you are a WIMAX customer already.
I know Movistar had a really bad
reputation, especially amongst the expat
community, but since competition was
introduced into the telecommunications
industry they have really improved.
If you are interested in Internet TV
then give us a call. We can come and
demonstrate and then leave you with a
trial box for up to a week. Things have
improved substantially since IPTV’s
inception just a few years ago.
See the Supporting Local Businesses
pages in this month’s Costa Cálida
Chronicle for a special offer for IPTV.
Rainbow Satellites SL - the company
for all your TV needs in the Murcia
region of Spain.
Contact us for free friendly advice on
any TV issue. rainbowsats@gmail.
com
Tel (0034) 686 358 475
rainbowsats.org
Find us (and like us!) on Facebook.
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Spanish
Researcher
Develops
‘Potentially Lifelong’ COVID Vaccine
A Spanish scientist is working on a COVID-19
vaccine that could offer immunity for many
years or even for life, in the same way as
the Yellow Fever, Hepatitis and Tetanus
jabs do. Dr Lorena Sánchez Felipe and her
team at Lovaina University’s Rega Institute
in Belgium are also working on more and
more effective treatments for those who
catch the SARS-CoV-2 virus and other
similar strains.
The Rega Institute is confident its longterm, or even lifelong, vaccine will be
authorised for use in the year 2022. So
far, they have tested it on hamsters and
obtained very pleasing results. The next
stage is clinical trials, where it will be tested
on humans. It uses the genetic code of the
virus present in the Yellow Fever vaccine as
a ‘vector’, or carrier, of the protein in the
‘spine’ of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, so that the
immune system responds in a similar way,
offering ‘efficient protection’ against both
conditions at the same time.
The Yellow Fever jab is now 82 years old
and has been used by 800 million people.
For most people who are not regularly
exposed to the risk of contracting Yellow
Fever, a single jab is given and will provide
immunity for life.
Clinical trials are not likely to happen before
autumn 2021 and as well as Africa and Latin
America, the Rega Institute immunisation is
also expected to be distributed in Europe,
the USA and Asia where the mosquitoes
which transmit Yellow Fever are also found,
in lower numbers but enough that they
could produce an epidemic. Recipients will
probably be those who have had the Pfizer
or Moderna vaccines and will be ready for
an annual or bi-annual booster.
“Imagine that in the first few weeks of
the Coronavirus in China, we’d had the
right medication available – we could have
treated all healthcare workers, families and
contacts and possibly could have helped
control the outbreak and given ourselves
time to prevent it spreading round the
world,” Dr Sánchez Felipe says.
Spanish Forest Fire Software Firm
Among The Best In The World
Spanish start-up beat Google and Microsoft
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in a bid for California wildfire assistance
system in the New York Times annual list
for 2020.
Every year, the US-based broadsheet
reviews the political, social and health
situation nationally and globally and picks
out the businesses that have contributed
the most in humanitarian, scientific and
technological terms to improve the state
of the world and quality of life in general
through their contributions. Mountain and
forestry engineer Joaquín Ramírez’s firm
based in the province of León, Technosylva,
was up against 131 corporate giants
including Google and Microsoft.
Technosylva’s modelling software enabled
authorities to predict forest fires –
calculating the direction of the flames,
speed, and climate conditions that could
influence its progress – turned out to be
crucial in the fight against the infernos in
California last year, including the one that
swept through the south-west.
Fuengirola Is The Fastest-Growing
Town In Andalucía
Fuengirola is now the fourth-largest in the
province of Málaga. Mayoress Ana Mula says
the published headcount broke the 80,000
barrier at the beginning of 2020 for the first
time ever and the most recently-released
population statistics show that year brought
another 2,000-plus in resident numbers.
More and more people are choosing
Fuengirola for their main residence and it is
turning into a top choice for retirement or
for buying a holiday home.
Fuengirola’s privileged climate, geographical
location and excellent transport links,
including to the airport, by road and train
adds to this sense of wellbeing and quality
of life. There is a wide and varied arts,
entertainment, sports and social schedule,
all of which makes Fuengirola an attractive
town for all tastes and all ages.
A rise in enquiries suggests sustained
interest in Spanish holiday homes despite
the uncertainty surrounding Brexit and its
implications for Brits living abroad. Estate
agents, real estate developers and property
portals are all reporting strong interest in
the Spanish property market, with enquiries
already significantly up on last year. The
property portal thinkSPAIN has seen a
47% rise in buyer
enquiries
during
the first five days of
2021 compared with
2020, with a 19%
rise in UK/English
language
enquiries
over the same period,
following on from a
66%
year-on-year
increase in 2020.
Demand
for
new
build properties also
appears
to
be
increasing
with
a

30% increase in leads in the first week of
January 2021 compared with the same
period in 2020. In addition, it has said that
website traffic from the UK is up 57% over
the same timeframe, with its first sale of
the year being made to a British buyer.
As more people than ever have had to
work remotely because of the coronavirus
lockdown, many are now re-evaluating
whether their ‘remote’ location has to be in
the UK, or whether it could be in Spain.
Spanish Publisher Unearths ‘Forgotten
Books’ For Re-Launch
A Spanish start-up firm has launched as a
book shop selling works which have been
‘forgotten’, censored or largely out of print
in a bid to bring unknown authors back into
the spotlight.
Jan Arimany began Trotalibros as a bookreview blog and then expanded into YouTube
where he has 12,500 bookworms among
his followers. He has based his enterprise
largely in Barcelona, Vigo (Galicia) and
Andorra and says the project is ‘a dream
come true’. After graduating in law and
working for a legal firm, Arimany completed
a master’s degree in international publishing
at London’s City University. Although the
books he sells are mostly in Spanish, he is
likely to be able to source these works in
other languages on request.
Arimany’s first ‘unknown’ writing is by the
Greek poet Nikos Kavvadias, who was born
in 1910 and lived to be just 65. The author’s
only novel, The Shift, printed in 1954,
narrates night-shift Greek sailors’ personal
tales and is a combination of fact and fiction,
as well as parts that are halfway between
the two. He plans to publish Kavvadias’ sole
novel.
In February, Arimany plans to publish work
by the late Norwegian author Tarjei Vesaas
who was born in Telemark and died aged
72 in Oslo in 1970. The 1963 novel The Ice
Palace (Is-slottet) won the Nordic Council
Literature Prize and is a dark tale of two
young schoolgirls who nearly become
romantically involved with each other before
embarrassment stops them. One of them
goes missing and the other, traumatised,
becomes mute. Its on-screen adaptation
was premièred at Flanders International
Film Festival in 1988.
All books published by Trotalibros will
include an epilogue written by Arimany,
explaining the significance of the work
in question, what it has meant to him as
a publisher, the editorial process he went
through and why he decided to release
it. Anyone else who knows of a ‘forgotten
book’, or one that is ‘unfairly out of print’,
can suggest it to Arimany on the Trotalibros
website and he will try to source them for
publication. If he manages to do this, the
person who gave him the idea for the book
in question will have their name included in
the epilogue.
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Older Dogs
When you are thinking about picking up a
dog from the shelter, don’t look past the
Older Dogs.
Senior dogs need homes just as badly
as younger dogs. They were once owned
and hopefully loved by someone. Just like
puppies and younger adoptable dogs, they
make loyal and loving companions. Older
Dogs are not necessarily ‘problem dogs’ as
many tend to think. Senior dogs lose their
homes for a variety of reasons; usually
nothing to do with their behaviour, but
more due to the fact that their owners are
unable to keep them for reasons including:
the novelty of owning a dog wearing off,
allergies, death of owner, new baby, loss
of a job, a move, change in work schedule
and various other lifestyle changes.
You can teach an old dog new tricks
Older Dogs may come trained and
understand at least basic commands.
Adopting an already-trained dog will save
you a lot of time and energy that you
would normally have to dedicate towards
training a young dog.
Dogs can be trained at any age and Older
Dogs are just as smart as younger ones.
Older Dogs have a greater attention span
than a puppy, which make them easier to
train.
Older Dogs are calmer and less energetic
than younger dogs. An adult dog has
graduated from the puppy stage and has an
established demeanour and temperament,
which will give you an instant idea of how
it will fit into your household.
Older Dogs have all their adult teeth and
are out of the energetic puppy phase,
which will result in less destruction to your
home.
Older Dogs do well with young children
as they have a lower energy level and
have possibly lived with them in their past
homes.
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Older Dogs make instant companions,
unlike a puppy, which requires leash
training, etc. whereas an older dog is
ready to accompany you on a long walk
and may already know how to play fetch.
Older Dogs make great workout partners,
loyal companions and late night snuggle
buddies.

nervous with some males if they are his
size or bigger. He arrived physically well,
but he has lost weight. He is not ill. He is
just sad and broken.

Chesse
and
Alfie
Have
Highly
Subsidised Transport To The UK and
Europe

Alfie

Chesse

Chesse - Cross Breed - DOB 01/Jan/10
Cat Friendly
Arrived Dec 2019
Chesse has been waiting at the shelter for
far too long for a home of his own. He is
older and really doesn’t deserve to be in a
cold wet cage again this winter. He needs
to be an only dog, as he has occasionally
shown lack of tolerance with other dogs,
yet he is fine with cats. He is still strong
and enthusiastic, loves his walks and
enjoys a fuss.

For details of available dogs please
contact the Perrera via the Facebook page
Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters or
email losinfiernosdogs@hotmail.com
PayPal donations can also be made to the
email address.
Dog walkers are always needed.
Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
mornings 9am-1pm.
Old dogs, like old shoes, are comfortable.
They might be a bit out of shape and a
little worn around the edges, but they fit
well.

Alfie - Mastiff Type – DOB 12/May/18
Arrived Feb 2020
Alfie is medium size and loves spending
time with the volunteers. Alfie is a little
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Ready, Steady….no, not yet!
Last month Andy wrote – (and I hope you
read it!)
“Well, how about grabbing hold of the most
repeated commandment in the Bible?
And, what might that be?
Got it? Well, if not, here it is”.
“Do not be afraid”.

years in the desert to travel what could have
been a 3 to 4 week journey. The words of
encouragement Moses spoke to them shows
what a Faithful and Loving God we have.
Despite all their groans, moans, rebellion,
anger and rejection of Jehovah, Moses was
able to say “God is going with you, he will
not fail or abandon you.”

This is part of the verse we have chosen for
our ‘verse of the year’.
6
Be strong and courageous. Do not be
afraid or terrified because of them, for
the Lord your God goes with you; he will never
leave you nor forsake you.” Deuteronomy 31.6

As I write this in early January there does
not seem to be an end to the way in which
this COVID-19 virus is disrupting our lives.
Yes, there is a vaccine on the horizon, but
even then there will still be a new ‘normal’.
The question is – “Where does our security
lie as we face a new future?”

Our God keeps His promises.
The background to this verse is a time when
the Children of Israel were about to conquer
the Promised Land God was giving to them.
Moses at 120 years old was handing over
leadership to Joshua; a big moment in
their history. They had left Egypt behind,
grumbling all the way! This had cost them 40

The following are scheduled in the
coming weeks, but please check with the
Tourist Office for confirmation of events
taking place.
Cartagena – www.cartagena.es
Tel 968 128 800 – Market Wed

I can truly say that I trust God’s promise
that - He will go into the future with me. He
will not fail or abandon me, so I need not
be afraid.
If this has made you think and if you would
like to ask questions or find out more about
the Christian faith, then please do get in

Mural paintings carried out in the western
sector of the portico in 2006, which
revealed the existence of two rooms that
compartmentalized the interior gallery,
whose collapse levels presented a rich
pictorial programme.

Photographic Exhibition at The Roman
Theatre of Cartagena in Temporary Exhibition
Hall - Future Projects (until 28th February 2021)
The exhibition conveys the Museum’s journey
since its inauguration on July 11th 2008 and
future projects. The exhibition is divided
into three thematic blocks:
Photographs; some from the Museum’s
photographic archive; others from Díaz
Burgos,
José
Albaladejo
and
José
Gabriel
Gómez
the
evolution
of
the
Museum
after
its
inauguration.

Concerts
@
El
Batel,
Cartagena
Saturday 13th February – XXIII edition of
Between Strings and Brass. The soloist will
be Mª de los Ángeles Ayala Moreno who
won 1st prize in the XII 2009 edition of Entre
Cuerdas y Metales. She will perform with
the Cartagena Symphony Orchestra.
Friday 26th February - Known worldwide as
a violinist and conductor, Frenchman David
Grimal returns to Cartagena together with
the OSRM, to perform Mendelssohn’s ‘Violin
Concerto’. The musicians will then perform
Beethoven’s ‘Symphony No. 4’.

Future projects and the current state of
knowledge of the post scaenam porticus.
This space is located at the back of the scenic
building. One future project is to undertake
the archaeological excavations of this space
and its enhancement.

Saturday 10th April - Singer Sergio Dalma
has rescheduled his tour ‘30… y tanto’ with two
concerts to comply with the new regulations
on capacity. The concert on February 6th is
cancelled and tickets will be refunded. The
new times will be 7pm and 10pm.
Friday 30th April - The
‘Concert Champêtre’
(‘Country
Concert’),
written for harpsichord
by Francis Poulenc,
will be performed by
the
harpsichordist,
organist
and
fortepianist
Silvia
Márquez.
This
is
considered
a
neoclassical
piece
with clear allusions
to
the
Baroque,
when the harpsichord
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touch with our Pastor Andy Neale. (details
below).
If you would like to join one of our online
services, maybe sneak in at the back and
take a look, then, let us know and we will
gladly send you the link and password. If we
can pray for you or with you, please ask in
confidence.
Bob Barham
Pastor Andy Neale
Salt Church Los Alcazares
‘Adding flavour to life’
www.la.saltchurch.es
Follow
us
on
Facebook:
@
saltchurchlosalcazares or watch us on
YouTube: Salt Church Los Alcazares You
Tube
Ministerio de Justicia Numero Registro 217SG
Codigo de Identificacion R03004811I

was a common instrument. The OSRM
cycle will end with the ‘First Symphony’,
by the Russian composer Igor Stravinsky,
conducted
by
Virginia
Martínez.
Tickets and season tickets can be purchased
at the El Batel Auditorium and Nuevo Teatro
Circo box office, or for single concerts go to
www.auditorioelbatel.es
Regional Film Library @ CAM Cartagena
Culture Room 7pm
The works include ‘Sofía’, ‘For Sama’, ‘Senso’,
‘The Burden’, ‘I’m Not Afraid’, ‘We Were Not
Born Refugees’, ‘Beauty And The Beast’, ‘The
Tree, The Mayor And The Media Library’,
‘In The Gardens Of Murcia’ and ‘The Trip To
Nowhere’, to commemorate the centenary
of the birth of the filmmaker, novelist and
playwright Fernando Fernán Gómez . Until
April 8th with free admission until full capacity
is reached.
Online Chess (until 28th May)
‘Chessline Cartagena’; an online chess
platform that under the slogan ‘Ajedrizate’
aims to serve as an educational tool after
school hours and to stimulate participation of
schools to set up a Municipal Chess League.
The approximate cost is 15€.
The online chess platform ‘Chesslang’,
will enable both monitors and students
to make video calls with a shared
chess
board,
as
well
as
options
for different types of tournaments, online
training
and
many
other
activities.
There will be group classes of 8-10 with
specialized platforms to teach chess, for one
hour a week divided by levels, education and
age.
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75 Years On From Nuremberg
While the big names in Hitler’s inner circle,
including Joseph Mengele and Eichmann,
fled to South America after WW11,
hundreds of low to even mid-ranking Nazis
fled to Spain and lived out a comfortable
life, never to face justice. Franco even had
a system in place to help protect them.
Even up to the mid-70s, Spain was meant
to be teaming with ex-Nazis. You maybe
sat next to one in a café bar. You would
have never known -but what about those
Nazis who were caught? They faced trial
of course.
With the defeat of Nazi Germany, the world
and the victors, wanted justice. It was time
to put the Nazis on trial for their despicable
crimes against humanity. Taking place in
Nuremberg Germany, between November
1945 and October 1946, it became known
as the Nuremberg Trials.

A regime on trial

Described as ‘The Greatest Trial In History’,
it is widely accepted that the Nuremberg
Trials were a milestone for future
international law. In fact, Nuremberg led
directly to the UN Genocide Convention
and the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights 1948. It’s worth pointing out that
Nuremberg was not one trial, but a set of
trials that actually went on for many years,
but more about that next month.
At Nuremberg, in front of a military
tribunal, twenty four of the most important
military and political leaders of Nazi
Germany were indicted. There were four
main charges: Crimes Against Peace,
Waging Wars Of Aggression, Participating
In War Crimes and Crimes Against
Humanity.
The outcome? In October 1946, twelve
were sentenced to death, while others were
handed down prison sentences ranging
from ten years, to life. Martin Bormann
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was sentenced to death in absentia and
regarding Robert Ley, no decision was
reached due to him having committed
suicide prior to trial. Three were acquitted
and allowed to walk.
The organisation of the trials must have
thrown-up immense legal and procedural
headaches. The four ‘victorious’ powers,
USA, UK, France and the USSR, (all
with massively different ethics and
legal practices), somehow managed,
miraculously I feel, to agree a format.
The final decisions and sentences were
passed by a panel of judges; not a single
judge or jury, with each of the four
powers supplying two judges. With four
languages, ie English, French, German and
Russian being spoken by the defendants
and lawyers, ground-breaking technology
that provided instantaneous translation
was used.
Notable
defendants
at
Nuremberg
included the following:
Ribbentrop, Hitler’s ambassador to the
UK and later Minister of Foreign Affairs.
It has been written that whilst in prison,
Ribbentrop said that even with all he knew,
that if Hitler came to his cell and said ‘do
this’ he would still do it. Ribbentrop was
found guilty on all four charges and was
the first to be hanged on 16th October
1946.
Konstantin Von Neurath, who preceded
Ribbentrop as Minister of Foreign Affairs,
was found guilty on all four charges, but
he was spared the death penalty and
sentenced to only 15 years.
Then there was Wilhelm Frick, Hitler’s
Minister of the Interior. He was convicted
of only three charges yet he was hanged.
Without a doubt, the top scalp at
Nuremberg, was Hitler’s Reichsmarschall,
Hermann Goering. Highly influential over
his fellow accused, bossy and unrepentant
Goering, who claimed when shown clips
of concentration camps that ‘They must
be fake’. He also claimed he was not antiSemitic. None of this washed and Goering
was sentenced to death. However, the
evening before he was due to be hanged,
Goering committed suicide in his prison
cell. He swallowed a cyanide pill. How on
earth was this possible? He had been in jail
for months under tight security. How did he
get the pill? Who gave it to him? There are
many theories out
there - Goering had
had the cyanide pill
all along, concealed
inside a hollowed-out
tooth in his mouth,
or possibly it was
smuggled into him
concealed inside a jar
of face or hair cream.
How about the theory
that Goering was
given the cyanide pill
inside the prison by
one of the American

soldiers who was guarding him, either out
of sympathy or for money. Finally, there is
the theory that he obtained the pill from
his wife who slipped it into his mouth when
she kissed him goodbye on her final visit.
All very plausible indeed, but I guess, we’ll
never actually know the truth.
The trial itself was thankfully recorded
live and you can watch it today on
YouTube. To see the likes of Goering,
Keitel and Von Ribbentrop sitting
in the dock, makes for compelling
viewing indeed.

Photo of the accused in the actual courtroom

At first glance, how could anyone possibly
have any compliance whatsoever with
this trial? Brutes such as Goering, evil
personified, at the very top of the Nazi
hierarchy, were finally found guilty. Well,
there are complaints and many of them.
Let’s delve into this, but let me make it
clear; I myself am coming from a legal
point here, certainly nothing supportive of
these despicable men.
The complaints about Nuremberg come
from not Nazi sympathisers or conspiracy
theorists, but experts and former judges.
They do not doubt the actual guilt of men
such as Goering, but how the trial itself was
conducted. They claim the trial was highly
controversial, with some lawyers even
calling the trials a ‘high-grade lynching
party.’ In fact, Chief Justice of the US
Supreme Court called the trials ‘a fraud,’
while Associate Supreme Court Justice
William O Douglas said the Allies were
guilty of ‘substituting power for principle,’
at Nuremberg.
Remember, the victors wanted ‘justice’ and
it had to be seen to be done, possibly by all
and any means. What we see in the dock
are men who are no doubt guilty of terrible
crimes and deserve punishment, however,
there are valid points raised by experts
who are convinced the trials were anything
but fair.
Critics of the trials argue that they were a
form of victors’ justice. They point out that
the charges against those on trial were ‘ex
post facto’ charges; ie the charges were
only defined as crimes years after they
were committed. Think about it – I would
imagine a defence lawyer today would
have a field day with this!
The legitimacy of the court itself is another
criticism. The Chief Soviet judge at
Nuremberg had previously presided over
Stalin’s farcical show trials during the Great
Continued on page 57
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Purges of the 1930’s. Also, at Nuremberg,
the Soviets submitted false documents
trying to get those on trial found guilty
of murdering thousands of Polish officers
in the forests of Katyn. Allied prosecutors
refused to support it and no German on
trial was charged with this. History shows
that this was the correct decision, for in
the early 90s the Soviet government
finally admitted the Katyn massacre was
carried out not by the Nazis, but by the
Soviets themselves.

brought against them and what of Soviet
war crimes during WW11? What about the
sanctioned mass rape of Frenchwomen
and girls by the victorious Red Army?
Nothing. No repercussions at all. In fact,
it is now illegal in Russia to even bring this
up. Any criticism of Russia during WW11
is now a criminal offence. What about the
British bombing of Dresden?
One can only but speculate who Germany
would have put on trial for crimes against
humanity if it had been victorious and we
had lost!

lived for many years and in fact died in
London in 1981. ‘Inside the Third Reich’ by
Albert Speer, is his own personal account
of his time with Hitler. I’m reading it right
now and it’s a big detailed read; very
sobering indeed. I can’t put it down. I
highly recommend this book.

Evil men who committed appalling acts
of inhumanity in Nazi Germany no doubt
got what they finally deserved, but it does
seem to me anyway, that much of what
happened at Nuremberg was a form of
‘victors’ justice.’

The powers that be....

Then of course there is the allegation of
hypocrisy by the allies. It has been claimed
that the allies had done some of the very
same things that the Germans were being
prosecuted for.
Some of those on trial in Nuremberg
were accused of committing aggression
against Poland. Yes, correct, but what
about the Soviets’ role in the partition of
Poland with the Nazis? No charges were

Those who escaped the death penalty,
included Rudolf Hess and Albert Speer.
Hess, who was at one-point Hitler’s deputy,
famously flew into Scotland in 1941 on a
‘peace mission,’ but at Nuremberg was
sentenced to life in prison. He committed
suicide whilst still inside in 1987. The
entire subject of Hess’s mysterious flight
to Scotland truly fascinates me for there
are many unanswered questions – a
column on that coming soon.

The masses greet their idol

Whether Speer was the ‘good’ Nazi that he
himself claimed to be, or a liar who got
away with it, I’m only a third of the way
through the book, therefore far too early
to pass comment, but no doubt a column
will follow in due course…

Last, but not least, Albert Speer, Hitler’s
favourite architect and later Armaments
Minister, was found guilty on two charges.
During the trial, Speer expressed, many
say, genuine repentance. He was sentenced
to twenty years. After his release, Speer
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45 words of 3 letters or more.

ANGEL
ARROW
BOOKS
BOUQUET
CARE
CARNIVAL
CUDDLE
CUPID
FLOWERS
FRIENDS
GREETING CARD
HAPPY
HEART
KISS
LOVE
MARRIAGE
POEM
POETRY
PRESENT
PRETTY
RED
ROMANCE
ROSE
SPECIAL
Answers on page 70
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Flora is 9
years
old
and
her
previous
owners tried
to hang her!
She is shy
but so so
sweet
and
little by little
is learning
to
love.
Her neglect has meant that she has
leishmaniasis, but that is treated
daily with a tablet and she looks
amazing. Flora is chipped, vaccinated,
sterilised and good with other dogs.
Brewer is a
Rottweiler/
G e r m a n
Shepherd cross,
age 12 years.
He doesn’t know
why his owner
suddenly went
away and never
returned
to
collect him. He

Unfortunately, due to restrictions, we are
still unable to meet until after the COVID-19
situation improves and we are all safe.
Forget Me
Not
offers
free respite
care
for
carers
of
people with
Alzheimer’s/
Dementia,
or any longterm illness.
When
we
can meet up
again please
pop
along
and meet our team on any Monday morning
for a cup of tea and an informal chat. They
will be happy to meet you once we are able

is a really good and gentle 25 kilo male
dog. He loves to play with his toys. He
obeys commands and is currently in a
foster home with another dog and a cat.
Brewer is neutered and has a microchip.
Marmalade,
the
ginger
kitten,
was
just 6 weeks
old
when
he suddenly
appeared
o u t s i d e
a
house
looking in a
sorry state,
c r y i n g ,
hungry and
very
dirty.
After a visit
to the vet
clinic, a bath,
good
food
and loving care he is now the perfect
picture of health. Now age 12 weeks he is
thriving in his foster home and available
for adoption.

to. We miss you all. We encourage Carers to
enjoy some time for themselves, knowing
that the person that they care for is in
capable and qualified hands. As our client
numbers are always growing, we need more
volunteers. No experience is necessary; just
an understanding of dementia, empathy
and a smile. We have fully qualified nurses
to chat to you and give you support.
The Forget Me Not service is free thanks
to the generosity of local individuals and
groups that have donated and raised funds
over the years. We thank everyone who
has donated in any way to this small but
essential group.

Teddy,
the
fluffy
kitten,
was found alone
and crying. A
visit to the vet
revealed he had
a severe ear
infection caused
by ear mites.
After 4 weeks
of treatment he
is ok, but it has
left him deaf and
his balance isn’t
100%. Regardless of this he is a happy,
playful 5 month old kitten who loves to
snuggle up for his cuddles every night.
Teddy is negative for feline diseases and
has started his vaccinations. Ideally he
needs a home where he will be a house
cat or has a very secure garden that he
can’t jump out of.
Call
645
469
253
for
more
information on any of the above pets.

lovely Carina who was delighted. Thank you
to Ibex Insurance for always thinking of
Forget Me Not.
Finally, we are missing all of our clients,
but as you know we cannot meet until the
restrictions are lifted and we are all safe. We
will update the situation of our re-opening
as soon as we have permission. We hope
that the restrictions will allow us all to
socialise again soon.

Ibex Insurance chose Forget Me Not
to raffle a fabulous hamper. The draw took
place on 17th December and raised an
amazing €341. The raffle was won by our
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After 3 different flight cancellations, my
wife and I finally managed to get back to
the UK on 17th December, nearly 3 weeks
later than planned. Unfortunately we are
now restricted in our movements and
unable to travel for the foreseeable future,
either to other areas of the UK or back to
Spain. I shall miss being out and about in
my familiar stamping grounds, but it will
give me a chance to explore a bit more in
my other home of Suffolk. In the meantime
I can reflect a bit about my last birding trip
out in Northwest Murcia.

which are common birds in the northwest.
I was also keeping an eye out for a bird
that is quite abundant in the area, the RedBilled Chough (Pyrrhocorax pyrrhocorax).
At this time of year they form large flocks
which can forage over quite large areas.
They look for fields with plenty of soilliving invertebrates on which they feed,
using their longish down-curved beaks to
probe the soil in their search for insects.
If you come across a flock on the plains
they are normally quite noticeable walking
along the ground and it is quite likely one
or two individuals will take to the air with
short bursts of light bouncy flight. It often
appears to me that there is no real purpose
to some of their flights other than the sheer
joy of being able to do so. I always think
of them as ‘happy birds’, especially as they
are often chatting to each other as they
fly along together. By the end of my drive
around the plains I had seen several flocks
feeding in the fields.

hues and subtle colouring of their plumage.
The accompanying photograph is of a
similar-aged bird to the one I saw and the
photo was taken recently at the reservoir
of La Pedrera just over the Murcia-Alicante
border. On a computer it was possible to
see and read the ring on one of its legs. On
checking this unique number it transpires
that this bird was born and reared in 2020
by a pair that bred in the area of Cartagena.
Other birds of prey such as Common
Kestrel
(Falco
Tinnunculus),
Sparrowhawk (Accipter Nissus) and
Common Buzzard (Buteo buteo) were
also sharing the plains with me. In winter
both the Sparrowhawk and Buzzard are
more common and visible in the region as
their populations are augmented by birds
from further north.

The plains of Los Royos looking towards Los
Revolcadores

After the lifting of the municipal travel
restrictions in December and before our
flight to the UK, there was a small window
of opportunity to venture further afield
so I decided to visit the high plains of
Los Royos/La Junquera, Puerto Alto and
Inazares, all in our northwest frontier. The
landscape in these areas is quite different
from the rest of the region especially in
winter and if it is during a cold spell then
all the better. Cold weather further north
of us encourages birds that normally don’t
come this far south to move into our area
to avoid the unexpected harsh conditions.

Chough family

On the chosen day it was only 1 or 2
degrees above freezing. There was a cold
wind blowing across the bare and fallow
cereal fields and snow on the surrounding
high mountain tops. The plains of Los
Royos are at 1,000m above sea level on
average and on this day they looked and
felt bleak and lifeless. I wasn’t seeing
much at first; just an occasional flock of
Finches mainly Goldfinches (Carduelis
Carduelis), Linnets (Carduelis Cannabina)
and Greenfinches (Chloris Chloris). Also,
in contrast to the coastal areas where they
can be somewhat scarce, there were quite
a few Carrion Crows (Corvus Coronne)
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Iberian Grey Shrike

Carrion Crow

Occasional Iberian Grey Shrikes (Lanius
Meriodonialis) were obligingly visible,
perched on remote bushes or stunted trees
in the open landscape. As I made my way
back towards the main road to Puebla de
Don Fadrique a large Raptor was circling
slowly trying to gain height; it was still quite
low and therefore afforded excellent views.
It was a juvenile Golden Eagle (Aquila
Chrysaetos) with very attractive markings.
It had a white tail with a broad black band
at the base and a bold white patch on the
underside of each wing. I often think that
these young birds have a more attractive
appearance than the adults. The amount of
white in their plumage decreases after each
annual moult until they reach maturity after
5 or 6 years. At a distance, the older birds
will appear uniformly brown and it is only
with close views that you notice the golden

After the plains I went to Puerto Alto which
is the pass to the west of our highest
mountain range of Los Revolcadores.
The road started well with a good tarmac
surface, but by the time I had reached the
highest point at 1,500m it had become a
gravel track in fairly poor condition. Visibility
was pretty poor, with the peaks clouded in
mist, so not great for scanning skywards
for the Vultures which probably wouldn’t
have been airborne in these conditions
anyway, so it was better to concentrate on
looking for smaller songbirds.

Puerto Alto

Golden Eagle

Close to the highest point there is a deserted
and ruined farmhouse just off the track. At
the rear of the building is an old irrigation
channel that always has running water and
a plentiful supply of rose hips and juniper
berries nearby. This food and water supply
is always attractive to winter Thrushes,
so I spent a bit of time observing the area
hoping to see Redwings (Turdus Iliacus)
a close relative of the Blackbird (Turdus
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Merula) and other Thrushes. Redwings
breed in the northern regions of Europe
such as Scandinavia and the Baltic states
and across to Russia. In winter they migrate
to western, central and southern Europe,
but the majority don’t come this far south.
However, during a really cold spell a few
individuals will get to Murcia. The best
place to see one of these uncommon winter
visitors is in the northwest, or on the top
of Sierra Espuňa. Unfortunately, I had no
luck except for seeing very large numbers
of Mistle Thrushes (Turdus Viscivorus)
coming and going to the water canal.

so it attracts birds from around a wide area.

Ring Ouzel

Meadow Pipit

There were also quite a few Rock Buntings
(Emberiza Cia) on the surrounding bushes
and dwarf hedges. They are delightful
birds and this is one of the most reliable
places I have found for seeing them.
They are relatively common birds of our
mountainous areas, especially if there is
some light tree and shrub cover, but they
are not always easy to find consistently in
the same spot. The males are unmistakable
with their head markings and remind me
of those Olde English childhood sweets,
‘humbugs’.

A lot of Thrushes were arriving, but neither
the Redwings nor the other wintering
Thrush I was expecting to see here, a
Ring Ouzel (Turdus Torquatus). This latter
bird is the mountain equivalent of our
Blackbirds and breeds in rocky areas and
scree slopes in the high regions of western
and central Europe, the Caucasus and
Scandinavia. In the winter they migrate
south to the Mediterranean and can be
seen in open areas with scattered pines and
bushes at high altitudes. They look almost
identical to our common Blackbird except
for a large white crescent or horseshoe
shape on the chest. Luckily, as I descended
down to the village of Inazares there were
a number of them on the mountain slopes
by the track which allowed some good, but
fleeting views.

Redwing

Rock Bunting

The track started to become more rutted,
wetter and slippery, but I continued on as I
wanted to visit Inazares, the highest village
in Murcia. This route goes over the saddle
of the mountain on the opposite side and
then drops down on a rough track to the
village at 1,350m. I became more anxious
driving along, as the risk of getting stuck
or sliding off the track was becoming a real
possibility and the thought of spending the
night in the high mountains wasn’t very
appealing. Needless to say there was no
phone signal in the area. Anyway, more by
luck than judgement I arrived at my next
stopping point on the mountainside; an old
drinking trough flanked by berrying shrubs.
There is always an ample water supply here

In the same area I managed to photograph
an intriguing-looking Pipit perched on
a bush. It looked a bit different from
other Pipits and I was hoping that it was
something out of the ordinary. On looking
more closely at the photo back in the
warmth of the house, it proved to be our
common winter visitor, the Meadow Pipit
(Anthus Pratense). Although they are small
brownish birds, they are quite attractive
when seen well and I was happy to end my
final Murcian birding trip of 2020 with this
minor identification challenge.
Finally, many thanks to local bird
photographer John Thompson for allowing
me to use his excellent photos of juvenile
Golden Eagle and a male Ring Ouzel.
If anybody wishes to comment or has
a query, please feel to contact me on
antrimbirder@gmail.com
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Continuing from the January edition of the
Costa Cálida Chronicle
Kenya September 2017 - Part 2
Following our tour of the Tea Plantation,
our driver said it was time to head back to
Nairobi. We had heard earlier in the day
that there were protests planned around
Nairobi, but had been told they were all
peaceful. When the car arrived at the hotel
in the morning, we found two people in
the car instead of the expected one, but
the driver said the second chap was being
trained so was joining us. We were informed
that we had to take a longer route back to
avoid some protesters on the main access
road to Nairobi.

Ant hill
Kenya’s election on 8th August 2017 was
marred by serious Human Rights violations,
including unlawful beatings and killings by
police including 17 in Nairobi. The elections
were won by the Jubilee Party with 54%
of the vote and Uhura Kenyatta was made
President. However, the Orange Democratic
movement lead by Raila Odinga refused to
accept the vote and took it to the Supreme
Court. The election results were annulled by
the court and a new date set for October, but
Kenyatta was President until then and as we
were visiting in the September we arrived in
the middle of a political unrest.

About half an
hour in on the
journey back,
we
were
in a queue
of
traffic
towards
a
road
block.
We were told
to have our
Baby Elephant
passports
ready and as we got nearer, we saw the
Kenyan police checking each car. When our
turn came the driver spoke in Swahili and
then told us to show our passports. We were
feeling a little apprehensive and not really
sure what was going on. The police told the
driver something and he turned the vehicle
around and headed back down the road. He
told us there was a very peaceful protest
further on, but a car had been set on fire
so it wasn’t safe. We saw the smoke from
the car but nothing more and further on we
turned again.
It took two hours to get back to the hotel,
but the new route took us past the National
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Park which was on the outskirt of the city.
Nairobi National Park is only 7km south of
the centre and is the only city in the world
with a wildlife park. It has electric fences on
three sides with the south side open to the
Kitengla Plains and adjacent to the Mbagathi
River. This natural boundary allows animals
like black rhino, lions, giraffes and other
African wildlife to move about freely. The
park is 117km (over 45 sq. miles) and, with
its backdrop of the skyline of Nairobi City,
offers weddings, camping, bush dinners and
of course safaris.

Elephants
From the road we saw our first glimpse of
the wild animals and spotted buffalo, zebras
and giraffes. We were unable to take photos
as the vehicle was moving so fast, but we
couldn’t believe we could see them from the
road. Of course, only a day later we were
only metres away from the animals when
we started our first Safari, but we couldn’t
have been happier. Back at the hotel we
had a lovely meal, relaxed, answered some
emails, showered and went to bed as it was
an early start the next morning.

Giraffe
Up at 6am; a shock, but early morning starts
were becoming the new normal. We had a
fabulous buffet breakfast, packed our bags
and waited in reception. As I mentioned in
Part 1, this trip was completely bespoke to
us and we had long discussions with Simon,
our safari operator, on how to get around in
Kenya. We were very keen to see as much
of the real country as possible and although
it was 6 hours’ drive to our first safari camp,
we were told this road would be the easiest
ride and would show us ‘normal’ Kenya.

We were loaded into our jeep and were
introduced to our driver Jackson, who would
stay with us for 4 days. We were off to the
Samburu Safari Reserve in northern
Kenya. The difference between a game

reserve and a park is that people live in a
reserve and it’s not fenced. Once leaving
Nairobi, the scenery quickly changed and
we could tell there was much more poverty.
Jackson kept
up continuous
chat
about
the
country
he clearly was
very proud of.
School
had
only recently
been
made
available to all
Other jeeps
children, but
uniform was compulsory and many families
just couldn’t afford it. He showed us street
markets that were open 24/7. Dresses
seemed to have been made with big hips in
mind! He talked about religion, politics and
the employment, of which there wasn’t very
much. We saw young men digging a trench
on the side of the road for the fibre optic
cable which was soon to be available to all
as a government initiative. Each village and
town was given an area to dig, giving the
work to families rather than employing a

Zebras
large company.
We stopped several times for a toilet break
where there were souvenirs at very high
prices so you had to haggle. Jackson did
the first one for a carved bowl. The starting
price was the equivalent 75€, but finished up
as 20€! He told us there would be cheaper
things elsewhere and not to pay just because
it seemed cheap to us. We were so glad we
took this journey and learnt so much. We
pulled up to the entrance to the reserve after
seven hours instead of the expected six, but
the hotel had packed us a fabulous picnic
which we had on the way.

Once inside the hotel we immediately could
see wild animals. Our driver told us we would
have plenty of time to see them over the
next 3 days, but we were late for our lunch
which they were holding for us at the lodge.
We whisked passed giraffe and zebras trying
to get our cameras out, but finally we saw a
family of elephants and Jackson just had to
stop. He lifted the roof and we were up on
our feet straight away to take photos of the
beautiful creatures only feet away from us.
Our next part of our adventure had begun.
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RED – Entertainment
ORANGE – Special menus
PURPLE –Market, exhibitions, leisure & meetings

GREEN – Charity & non-profit making events
BLACK – Fiestas & important events

Please refer to the relevant advert or editorial for more details of events

Please note:
The following are subject to COVID 19 restrictions, so it is essential that you contact the bar/restaurant,
group or organisation to check if the event is still on.
Events due to be held at The Social Centre, Camposol B will not take place
until the restrictions change.
Every Mon

Free 20 minute ‘No Hands Massage’ Taster Session @ El Alamillo Wellness
Mazarrón Bay Bridge Club (Competitive Duplicate Bridge) @
Pto de Mazarrón 9.30am
Los Palacios Garden & Community Group Working Party @ Camposol A 9am
Councillor Available (by appointment) @ The Social Centre,
Camposol B 10am-12pm

Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm
		
Andrea’s Animal Rescue Collection @ Car Park, Camposol B 11.30am-1.30pm
		
Every Tue
Camposol B Clean Working Party @ Camposol B 8.30-10.30am
Camposol Golf Association Ladies’ Game @ Camposol C 9am
Mazarrón Bowls Club Roll Up Day @ Hacienda del Alamo 10am
		
MAMAS Collection/Book Stall @ Camposol B Car Park 10am-12pm
Making a Difference for Collections @ Camposol A 10.30am-12.30pm
		
Every Wed
Camposol Golf Association Mens’ Game @ Camposol C 8.30am
Camposol C Gardening Group Clean Up @ Camposol C 9am
Mazarrón Bay Bridge Club (Competitive Duplicate Bridge) @ Camposol 9.30am
Councillor Available (by appointment) @ The Social Centre,
Camposol B 10am-12pm
Pilarmonics Music Rehearsals (via Zoom 6.45pm)
Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm
Every Thu

Mazarrón Bay Bridge Club (Better Bridge) @ Pto de Mazarrón 9.30am
Mazarrón Bowls Club Roll Up Day @ Hacienda del Alamo 10am
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Bucket Collection @
Camposol A 10am-12pm
Online Alpha Course with Salt Church, Los Alcazares 3.30pm
Mazarrón AA Group @ Cañada de Gallego 5.30pm
(please call first on 646 290 420)

Every Fri

Camposol D Community & Gardening Group @ Pto de Mazarrón 9.30am-12pm
Mazarrón Bay Bridge Club (Competitive Duplicate Bridge) @
Camposol 9.30am

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Book Stall @
Camposol A 10am-12.30pm
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Bucket Collection @
Camposol A Farmacia 10.30am-11.30am
Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm
Every Sat

Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm

FEBRUARY
Tuesday 2

Fiesta @ Beniel, La Candaleria
Monthly B Clean Meeting @ Camposol B 4pm

Wednesday 3 Camposol Golf Club AGM @ Camposol C 2pm
Thursday 4

World Cancer Day

Sunday 7

Mazarrón FC v Mar Menor CF (away)

Wednesday 10 Welcome House Card Crafting Class via Zoom @ Cehegín 11am
		General Meeting of Sailing Association Mar Menor @ Los Narejos 11am
Friday 12

Chinese New Year

Saturday 13 Proceeds to Age Concern/Never Forget: the Take That Tribute @
		Pto de Mazarrón 6.30pm 10€
Sunday 14

St Valentine’s Day
Mazarrón FC v Lorca FC (home)

Monday 15

Carnaval @ Aguilas, Cartagena and Cehegín

Saturday 20
		

Artisan Market @ Paseo de las Comunidades Autónomos,
Pto de Mazarrón 10am-2pm

Sunday 21
‘Ruta del Ferrocarril’ (Railway Route) with Aguilas Tourist Information Centre
		
Open Door ‘Christianity Explored’/Music via Zoom (11am Spanish/10am UK)
		Mazarrón FC v Muleno CF (away)
Wednesday 24 Age Concern Quiz Night @ Camposol B
Thursday 25

Fuente Old Guard Golf Society Competition

Sunday 28

Mazarrón FC v Racing Murcia FC (home)

MARCH
Monday 1

St David’s Day

Tuesday 2

Monthly Camposol ‘B’ Clean Meeting @ Camposol B 4pm
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Gulf Air Bahrain GP Sakhir round 15.
Bahrain International circuit 57 laps @
5.412km /3.363ml = 308.484km/191.688ml.
Lap record 1m 31.447s held by De la Rosa
(2005).
Friday FP1 started with the temperature at
27ºC. Pirelli prototype tyres were tested by
the teams on a very damp circuit after some
rain earlier causing a lot of spins and offs
with quite a few times deleted for exceeding
track limits at turn 4. Gro went off, narrowly
missing the barriers but made it back to the
pits with a puncture. Ver spent some time in
the garage with floor damage. FP2 was a little
cooler with the prototype tyre in use again.
With floodlights on, Alb crashed heavily into
the barriers - red flag and another red flag
when a dog was spotted on the circuit! FP3,
Ham stopped in the pit lane with an electrical
issue.
Qualifying started under floodlights. Out
went both Haas & Alfa Romeo cars along
with Lat. Q2 out went both Ferrari cars along
with Sai, Rus & Str. Q3 was the usual fast
and furious 12 minutes. Ham got his 3rd pole
position at this circuit, 10th of the season
and 98th of his career. Bot, Ver, Alb & Per
completed the top five.
Racing began with the sun setting and the
temperature at 26ºC. They all got away
well with a lot of scraps in the midfield and
towards the back with some drivers going
off avoiding others. Gro cut across to avoid
Mag, but clipped Kvy, crashing into and
over the barrier splitting his car in half and
bursting into flames. He was helped to safety,
but race stopped to remove car and replace
the barrier which took 1hour 20 minutes.
All 19 cars back to the grid for the re-start,
then Kvy hit Str who spun and barrel-rolled
landing upside down on the track. Another
red flag to clear the car and debris. The pit
stops started at the end of lap 16 causing a
lot of position changes. Kvy was given a 10
second penalty for causing an accident. Per
retired from 3rd place with flames bellowing
out of the back of his car with only 4 laps
remaining. The safety car was deployed
making it a safety car finish. Ham took
the win with Ver & Alb joining him on the
podium, the first time for Red Bull with both
drivers on the podium since Japan 2017.
2020 Formula 1 Gulf Air Sakhir GP
Sakhir round 16.
Bahrain Outer circuit 87 laps @ 3.543km =
308.241km.
Ham was absent after being tested positive
for Covid. Rus was promoted from Williams
with reserve driver Jack Aitken taking his
place and Pietro Fittipaldi (Grandson of
Emerson a double World Champion 1972 &
’74) in the Haas replacing Gro.
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FP1 had a few minor problems. Gas had
a loose mirror and Bot suffered with a
damaged floor. There were a lot of lock ups,
spins & offs around the very fast lap. Rus
adapted to the Mercedes very quickly by
topping the time sheets. FP2 saw track limits
imposed at turn 8 and the drivers were told
to keep off of the ‘unforgiving’ kerbs to avoid
damage. Lec had a driveshaft issue. Bot
and Vet both suffered with a loose back end
which caused spins. There were more lock
ups, spins & offs and some times deleted.
FP3 on Saturday was another good session
but not without more spins and offs.
Qualifying in the afternoon went very well
apart from a few spins and offs and a few
times deleted. Out went both Williams & Haas
drivers along with Räi. Q2 was trouble-free
with an exciting 15 minutes ending. Q3 was
fast and furious especially the final couple of
minutes. Bot ended on pole.
Race day in the desert! A great start from
Rus as he passed Bot for the lead with a
lot of action behind between Bot, Ver, Lec
& Per who was clipped by Lec, sending the
Mexican into a spin and breaking the nose
of his Ferrari and crashing. Ver went off
into the barrier trying to avoid the scuffle
causing a safety car situation. Per had to
pit for repairs which dropped him down to
18th place. There was a restart on lap 7, VSC,
when Lat hit the wall leaving his front wing
on the circuit. Safety car again to clear the
debris. Mercedes pitted both cars which went
completely wrong as they fitted the wrong
tyres to Rus with no new ones for Bot. Rus
had to pit again which allowed Per to take
the lead. Rus fought his way back up to 2nd
then had a puncture dropping him back to
15th place. After an exciting & action-packed
race Per took the chequered flag for the
first time in his career with Oco getting his
first-ever podium and Str giving Racing Point
their first double podium finish. Rus posted
the fastest lap of 55.404s on lap 80. Lec was
given a 3 place grid penalty for Abu Dhabi for
causing an accident.
2020 Formula 1 Etihad Airways Abu
Dhabi GP Yas Marina Round 17.
55
laps
@
5.554km/3.451ml
=
305.470km/189.819ml.

Gro & Mick Schumacher (F2 Champion)
was in the other Haas of Mag for FP1.
It was a glorious sunny start to the final GP
weekend with the temperature at 25ºC for
FP1. Ric pulled off the circuit with a fuel
pressure problem - VSC for a brief period.
Ham had a problem with his master cylinder.
Lots of spins, lock-ups and offs with a lot
of times deleted for exceeding track limits
mainly at turn 21. FP2 saw the sun setting
and the spotlights coming on with the teams
testing next year’s tyres during the session.
Räi pulled off the circuit with a flaming Alfa
causing a red flag situation for 6 minutes.
Ham came to a halt in the pit lane having
no gears & Rus had a PU problem. Saturday
was hot and sunny with no action for the first
15 minutes. Ver, Alb, Ric, Oco & Nor, were
the top five.
Qualifying started with the sun setting and
the floodlights coming on. Apart from a few
minor offs, running wide with times deleted,
it was a good 18 minute session. Both
Williams & Haas drivers went out along with
Räi. Q2 under full floodlights was a trouble
free 15 minutes. Per only did an install lap
as he was starting at the back due to having
new PU elements fitted. Out with him went
both Renault drivers Vet & Gio. The top
ten shoot out was its usual fast and furious
12 minutes. Ver got his first pole position
since Brazil 2019 with Bot, Ham, Nor & Alb
making up the top five, Sai.

Lap record 1m 39.283s held by Hamilton
Mercedes (2019).

The race started with the sun setting still with
an ambient temperature of 24ºC. Ver, after
his brilliant qualifying, held on to his lead
leaving the rest to fight among themselves.
Per pulled off the circuit after completing
8 laps with an oil pressure problem and
showing his frustration by thumping the
steering wheel. VSC period and the leaders
pitted. The safety car was then deployed
to clear the oil left on the track. The race
restarted on lap 14. Vet pitted on lap 35 only
to have another disastrous stop losing him
time again. Lec was shown the black & white
flag for exceeding the track limits five times.
There were a lot of close battles and some
good overtaking manoeuvres throughout,
making it a very exciting finale. Ver won his
2nd GP of the season. Bot & Ham joined him
on the podium. Ric posted the fastest lap of
1m 40.926s on lap 55.

After only 5 months of travelling north, east,
south & west visiting 12 different countries
and successfully cramming in 17 races
incorporating some great new venues and
some revisited circuits, the teams arrived at
Abu Dhabi for the final race of the shortened
World Championship.

Mercedes AMG team have dominated the
season by getting 16 of the 17 pole positions
and 13 of the 17 wins; Red Bull with 1 pole
position & 2 wins, plus surprise wins for
Alpha Tauri & Racing Point. Ferrari had a
bad season ending up in 6th position in the
Championship.

Ham was back in his Mercedes and Rus back
to his Williams. Fittipaldi again replaced

Season’s Review next month.
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Venue: Altaona Golf Course
Date: December 23rd
It was a beautiful sunny day and the course
was in great condition. It was the first time
we had played on this 9 hole course. The
greens were in great condition if a little
fast. There were 20 players on the day.

outing any prizes due can be collected.
We are always pleased to welcome guests
new and old so don’t hesitate to get your
friends along to play on our next Golf Day.

Section A winner Jim Niblo

Second was Paul Allsop on 30 points.
Third place on 28 points was Andy Distance.
Nearest the Pin on hole 3 was BrianTape
and on hole 17 there was no winner.
Section A second place Russ Conley

The scoring format was Stableford Full
Handicaps.
The winner in Section A with an outstanding
score of 40 points was Jim Niblo.
In second place on 35 points was Russ
Conley.
Third place on 29 points was Ian Stewart.
The Section B winner was Barry Barton on
34 points.

Wind, Rain, COVID-19 And 90 Days!
MBC Club Championship rounds got
started again after the November lock
down, with one discipline waiting for the
Finals weekend in March and the other
disciplines are not far behind, but as I write
this report we are unable to go bowling
again due to lockdown so hoping by the
time this article is published that we are
back on the rink.
Because of the COVID-19 restrictions
we had to curb our fun on Boxing Day
and New Year’s Day slightly, but Colin
Appleton had chosen for us to play ‘Last
Man Standing’ which is having three or
four players on a rink each with four
woods. After an end is played, the bowl
furthest from the jack gets taken out.
Eventually one wood remains and is the
winner! We were not allowed to provide
our usual festive spread of food, but those
members that were there got some fresh

New Year’s Day

Scoring was difficult on this challenging
course, especially as the greens were quite
fast! Well done to all; there were some
great golfing performances. We played off
the yellow tees on the first nine holes and
off the blue tees on the second nine holes.
After some liquid refreshment in the
clubhouse the prize giving commenced.
Unfortunately some players had to leave
early so I am sure if they attend our next

air, exercise and a laugh!
Snowbird members in the LLB clubs
were hoping that Brexit would not cause
problems with winter bowling in Spain, but
as I write this report I am waiting to see
what can be done to extend our stay in
Spain from the 90 days out of the 180 days
laid out in the Brexit rules. At present MBC
has three or four Snowbirds, so it doesn’t
make a lot of difference to numbers, but
other clubs have many more Snowbirds
which would make a difference when
playing competitions. It is believed that
a visa for non-residents wanting to stay
more than 90 days will hopefully become
available so that the winter can be spent in
the warmer weather for up to six months,
then go home and enjoy the summer!!
The
Just
World
Indoor
Bowls
Championship took place at Potters
Leisure Resort, Norfolk last month behind
closed doors due
to
COVID-19
and
because
of
the pandemic no
overseas
players
were involved. If
you missed it on TV
you can catch up
with all the action
on YouTube where

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Section B Paul Allsop

After two years as your Press Secretary I
have decided to hang up my pen. If anyone
is interested to take on this task then please
get in touch on stewartianstewart@sky.
com
If you are interested in joining Straight
Down The Middle Golf Society, please
contact Jim Niblo on sdtmsec@gmail.
com
Ian Stewart

all the games played can be found. World
Number One, Nick Brett, had to withdraw
this year as he broke his wrist whilst out on
the golf course, so not a happy man!
The almond
trees
have
started
to
blossom with
white
and
pink flowers,
which
in
Spain is a
sign
that
S p r i n g
Almond Blossom means is
here,
Spring!
carpeting the
countryside we drive through to get to
bowls.
If you would like to try a new sport in
2021 or wish to play bowls again, please
give Harry our secretary a ring on 619
349 671. He will have all the up to-date
COVID-19 information regarding our rollups on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 10am
on Hacienda del Alamo.
The
MBC
website
www.mazarronbowlsclub.com

is

Helen Chambers
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Scoring goals continues to be a problem
for Mazarrón early 2021. After ten games
of the season they had failed to score in six
games. After scoring four goals at home to
CD Minera the next two games, away to CAP
Ciudad de Murcia and at home to HuercalOvera again saw them fail to score, losing
both games 0-2 and 0-1 respectively.
By mid-January the leading scorers with
just 2 goals each were Chiky Ardil, Omar
and Simpara. The squad was weakened
when central defender David Ardil
joined Segunda B team Lorca Deportiva.
Simpara moved back into the centre of
defence from midfield and continued his
fine performances which have made him
Mazarrón’s most consistent player of the
season so far.

using the toilet facilities unless absolutely
necessary.
Use the hand sanitisers provided and
masks must be worn at all times.
Your temperature will be taken (maximum
37.5ºC).
No eating or drinking of any kind except
for water and no smoking. Keep a safe
distance of at least 1.5 metres at all times
With regard to away travel, the current
regulations do not allow travel to away
grounds. When away travel is again
permitted, we will ask Los Amigos
members who wish to travel to away games
to contact Barbara on pamada.1130@
yahoo.co.uk on the Thursday before the
away game. The names will be passed
to the Mazarrón FC President who will
contact the President of the other club
to see if he can organise the necessary
tickets. This procedure should guarantee
admission and save a wasted journey.
Obviously, some grounds with very small
capacities may not be able to accommodate
visiting supporters, but we will keep our
members fully informed. If tickets are
available, travel will be in private cars until
coach travel becomes feasible.

Action v Ciudad de Murcia

A limited number of spectators were
allowed back in for the home games
against Minera and Huercal-Overa, with
season ticket holders guaranteed priority
and with strict safety protocols in place.
Unfortunately,
the
COVID
situation
worsened mid-January and the home
game against Cartagena FC UCAM on 17th
January was played behind closed doors.
The situation will be reviewed on a weekly
basis and when supporters are allowed
back in the following must be observed:Supporters need to register at the entrance
to the ground at least 30 minutes prior to
kick off time and avoid crowding.
ID must be shown; passport or driving
licence and supporters must leave one seat
free either side of them.
Remain seated at all times and refrain from

December was a busy month for Fuente
Old Guard with two events played; one at
El Valle on the 13th and the other at Lorca
on the 29th.
The first game was our Annual InterSociety tussle with our friends from Los
Reyes Golf Society and historically
FOGGS have done well in this encounter.
However, this year this was not to be and
Los Reyes Golf Society came out as
worthy winners.
The second game was a Texas Scramble
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21st February - Muleno CF - away
28th February - Racing Murcia FC - home
At the time of going to press Mazarrón’s
home games continue to be played at the
Complejo Deportivo which is just off the
main road from Mazarrón Town to the
Port. This is to allow necessary remedial
works to the playing surface at the Estadio
Municipal.
Full details of all games will be advertised
in the local media, on www.mazarronfc.
com or Facebook fb.me/mazarron2016.
Mazarron Hoy kindly streamed the early
games of the season live on their Facebook
page at a cost of 2.99€ to allow supporters
to watch their favourite team in action.

Team Photo

Los Amigos membership renewal has
been deferred until the end of March
2021. Membership is 20€ and includes
discounts on all Los Amigos activities for
the member and a partner. Our Thursday
weekly meetings have been suspended due
to the local restrictions but will be resumed
as soon as it is possible. A new date for the
postponed AGM will be announced soon.

Action v Mar Menor

Mazarrón’s home games are normally
played on Sundays with varying kick off
times which are not normally known until
the Tuesday before the game. Forthcoming
fixtures:
7th February - Mar Menor CF - away
14th February - Lorca FC - home

Team Event and this was narrowly won

Because of the current situation in the UK
and Spain, the Golf Day and Gala Dinner,
which were scheduled to take place in April
have been postponed. It is hoped to rearrange these events in September or
October. Tickets will be re-issued to those
who have already purchased them. Anyone
wishing to have a refund can do so when
the current regulations allow by emailing
salterkb@hotmail.com

by Gerry McRobert, Malcolm Archibald,
Richard Dixon and Derek Hayward.
Nearest the Pin winners were Gary
Aherne, Ian Stewart, Gerry McRobert, Neil
MacFarlane and our guest Mike Anker.
Our next game is on February 25th at
Lorca Golf Resort and should anyone wish
to know more about Fuente Old Guard
Golf Society please contact us by email at
info@fuenteoldguardgolfsociety.com

Foggs captain PETER KIRKE presents the
winners trophy to LOS REYES captain NEIL
MACFARLANE

Dave May
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Our first competition of 2021 was played on
Monday 4th January at El Valle Golf Resort.
With clear blue skies and low temperature,
it was obviously quite cool, but as the sun
rose so did the temperature, making it
more amenable until late afternoon.

Winner & NTP Hole 15.
Gordon Neilson

27 members
and
one
guest turned
up to play an
Individual
Stableford
on a course
that
was
q u i t e
obviously
in tip top
condition.
The fairways
were
like
walking
on
a deep pile

The CGA Men’s Wednesday Group
The Group played their Christmas
Competition on 16th December as
Singles Stableford on a lovely bright
sunny day. The golf was followed by a
great meal at The Club House and was
enjoyed by all. We were well looked after
by the Catering Staff. There was a lot of
good natured banter especially as the
evening progressed. John Layland was
thanked for a well organised fun day.

Eugene with Winner Dave
Freer

Results for
the day:
1st - Dave
Freer with a
great score
of 40 points
with a 2 for
5 on hole
15. Well
done Dave!
2nd & 3rd Dave Plant
and Steve
Parsons
both with 39
points.
4th - Alan
Kilminster 38 points
5th - John

Layland - 36 points
Other notable scores:
Steve Dixon and Gary Allen – 35pts
Norman Morgan and Martyn Lewis – 34pts
R Lawrenson, D Jones, D. Smith all on
33pts
A final thanks to Lloyd Roberts our
cameraman who has not played for some
time who came in with an excellent 31pts

carpet and the greens were extremely fast.
All we had to do was avoid the numerous
bunkers and putt a little slower. Easier said
than done! Within our membership, we
have someone nicknamed ‘The Sandman’
due to his affinity with bunkers. It has to
be said, as the competition progressed,
several players tried their utmost to relieve
him of that name. The 18th hole is a Par
4 and, providing you get over the lake, a
good location for a ‘longest drive’ event.
There is more water on the left, but not
a real problem: making Par or even a
Birdie is not ‘mission impossible’ and a
nice way to finish the round. One member,
Nigel Harding, made an excellent drive
of 270 metres; not too shabby for a 28
handicapper!
Results:
1st - Gordon Nielson with 37 points. An
excellent round.
2nd - Lee Fisher with 29 points, on count

back from
3rd - Eddy Harrison with 29 points.
Nearest the Pin:
Hole 6: Gerry McRobert at 7 metres 3 cms.
Hole 9: Martin Hill at 2 metres 7 cms.
Hole 12: No result recorded.
Hole 15: Gordon Nielson at 12 metres 10
cms.
Although most of the post-game comments
w e r e
about
the
numerous
bunkers and
fast greens,
everybody
seemed
to
have
an
enjoyable
day at an
excellent
course.
2nd Place, Lee Fisher

Men’s Wednesday Group
On Wednesday 15th January the group
played a Singles Qualifier which was
delayed until 9.30am due to overnight
frost. When play started it was in glorious
sunshine with very little breeze, setting
the stage for some excellent scores. The
players who have been consistent all
season rose to the occasion once again.

On another note if you cannot play
on the day, please let me or Noemi in
the Pro Shop know as players waiting
for their team members to arrive can
cause problems. Well played again to all
winners.

Division 1:
1st - D Freer – 38pts
2nd - D Jones – 38pts on C.B
3rd - D Hopkins – 36pts
Other notable scores:
C Reid – 34pts
J Layland – 33pts
E Toye – 32pts
K Halliwell – 31pts

The CGA Annual Meeting
This should have take place on
Wednesday 3rd February, but due
to COVID restrictions this has been
postponed. Some of the Committee are
standing down at this AGM. Perhaps you
may think of proposing someone who
would be prepared to step into the vacant
posts.

Division 2:
1st – D Plant – 36pts
2nd - G Allen – 33pts
3rd - J Venables – 31pts
Other scores:
D Watts – 30pts
T Andrew – 29pts

Enjoy your golfing.
Take care and stay safe.

Eugene Toye Men’s Competition’s
Secretary

Betty Roberts

There were 4 twos D. Plant, D Freer, M
Lee & E. Toye.
Many thanks to D
Plant who collected
the money for the
twos.
It was a bit tough
on some of the
players because
of the hour delay
starting so they had
to withdraw due to
other commitments.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Please
email
costacalidachronicle@
gmail.com putting boxed classified advert
in the subject box or
Call 619 199 407 Tuesday 10am-4pm
Wednesday 1.30pm-5.30pm
Thursday 10am-12pm (by appointment
only).
Payment can be made in the office
on Camposol B Mon-Fri 10am-4pm.

GROUPS

Volunteers made welcome at “B”
Clean Gardening Group Contact
us via Facebook page “B Clean”
Community Gardening or by email
bcleangardening@gmail.com. Help us
make a difference.

BOXED CLASSIFIEDS - 10€
To Place a Boxed Advert:

Boggle Answers:
59 words of 3 letters or more
The 9 letter words is ORIGINATE
AROINT
GOITRE
RATINE
INERT
INTER
INTRA
INTRO
IRATE
NITRE
ORATE
RATIO
AERO
GORE
INTO
IOTA
NEAR
NEAT

4
6
9
D
C
7
5
1
F
2
E
8
0
B
3
A
70

0
1
A
E
8
B
3
2
C
4
9
7
6
D
5
F

2
7
B
F
A
0
E
4
3
6
D
5
9
C
8
1

5
8
C
3
9
F
6
D
B
0
1
A
E
7
2
4

1
D
0
7
6
5
B
E
9
F
C
4
3
8
A
2

3
9
2
A
4
D
C
F
5
8
0
6
7
1
E
B

6
E
4
5
7
8
A
9
1
B
3
2
D
F
0
C

B
F
8
C
0
1
2
3
E
A
7
D
4
9
6
5

D
C
6
0
B
E
9
5
4
1
2
3
8
A
F
7

7
5
E
1
3
A
F
0
6
C
8
9
B
2
4
D

8
B
F
2
1
C
4
6
7
D
A
E
5
0
9
3
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9
A
3
4
D
2
7
8
0
5
B
F
1
6
C
E

RATE
REIN
RENT
RIOT
RITE
ROTA
ROTE
TARE
TARO
TEAR
TIER
TINE
TIRE
TIRO
TORE
TRIO
ARE
ART
ATE
EAR
EAT
ERA

A
3
5
8
2
4
1
B
D
9
F
0
C
E
7
6

E
0
7
B
F
6
D
A
8
3
5
C
2
4
1
9

To Place a Classified Advert on the
website:
Click on Classifieds on the menu bar on our
website
www.costacalidachronicle.com

ETA
GIE
GIN
GIT
GOT
IRE
NET
NIT
ORE
RAT
RET
ROT
TAR
TEA
TEN
TIE
TIG
TIN
TOG
TOR

C
2
D
6
5
9
8
7
A
E
4
1
F
3
B
0

F
4
1
9
E
3
0
C
2
7
6
B
A
5
D
8
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As I settle down to write this month’s article
we are living in a time of great unrest,
uncertainty and insecurity. The newspapers
and media are filled with reports of Brexit,
upheaval in Europe, great changes taking
place in Russia, massive unrest in the USA
and of course, the COVID-19 pandemic. All
this on top of the unprecedented number
of ‘natural’ disasters occurring throughout
the world.
We are all being warned to prepare for ‘A
New Normal’ whatever that is!

These words seemed so relevant today
that they moved me to write what I want
to say.
All around us right now, nations are being
shaken and almost everything is in a state
of upheaval and change. World politics
are being shaken, world finances are being
shaken, the world’s health is being shaken,
the world’s climate is being shaken, but in
this fragile and volatile world we can be
assured that, as Christians, we belong
to an unshakeable, unchanging God; the
same yesterday, today and for ever.

We are going to face some dark and
difficult days ahead, so the sooner we
learn to make God our security the better
equipped we will be to face whatever the
world throws at us.

As we walk through
the storm it is so good
to know that we have a
strong and secure anchor
who we can rely on, who
will always be there for us
and who we can turn to in
any circumstances.

Whilst reading my Bible recently I came
across these words: “Let us be grateful
for receiving a kingdom that cannot be
shaken.” (Hebrews ch.12 vs.28).

Introduction To Reflexive Verbs
I have just realized, to my amazement, that
I have managed to get to lesson 87 without
making any reference to Reflexive Verbs!
This is a most uncharacteristic omission
and will be rectified immediately! As usual
it will take more than one article to do the
job properly, so here we go.
Reflexive Verbs are extremely common in
Spanish and you will have no doubt heard
them and even used them in everyday
phrases without even realizing it. However,
I find that the best way to explain them is
to use examples in English first and build
up the basic idea step by step. Reflexive
Verbs exist in English as well, but they are
far more limited in use.  
First of all let’s think of a simple sentence
using a nice easy verb like ‘wash’. We can
say:
I wash the car.
I wash the child.
I wash the dog.
In each of these sentences ‘I’ is the subject
(the one who controls the action of the
verb); ‘wash’ is the verb itself and ‘the car’,
‘the child’, ‘the dog’ are the object; in other
words, the person or thing that receives the
action of the verb.  
Now, as well as washing something else,
just once in a while I wash myself. The
sentence ‘I wash myself’ breaks down like
this:
‘I’ is the subject; ‘wash’ is the verb and
‘myself’ is the object, but we can see that ‘I’
and ‘myself’ are actually the same person.
In other words, the subject and the object
of the verb are the same. We could also say
that the object is a reflection of the subject

and in fact this explains the name of what
we are talking about, because the word
‘myself’ is called a Reflexive Pronoun.  
In English we have the following Reflexive
Pronouns:
myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself,
oneself,
ourselves,
yourselves
and
themselves. They can all be used in the
kind of sentence we have just seen; for
example:
‘I wash myself’; ‘you dress
yourself’; ‘she looks at herself in the
mirror’. In every example the object and
the subject are the same person and this is
how the Reflexive form works in English.
As you can already see, in English the use
is very limited, because we usually express
even these ideas rather differently. Instead
of ‘I wash myself’ you would normally say
‘I have a wash’. Instead of ‘You dress
yourself’, you would normally say ‘You
get dressed’.
In Spanish however, this
Reflexive form is used all the time.

He is the Lord God Almighty and He
loves us.
What a great source of comfort and
security that is.
This wonderful, unchanging source of
comfort and security is available to us all.
Would you like to find out more about it?
If we keep our eyes fixed on the turmoil
and upheaval going on all around us then
it very quickly becomes all we see and
can soon dominate our lives, but there is
another way:
Turn to God. He loves you. He’s waiting to
hear from you.
At the time of writing our Sunday morning
services start at 11am, but are subject to
change, so please give us a call before you
travel.
Our Sunday morning services are held at
Calle Espinar 13, Fuente Alamo.

myself wash’.
Secondly, as we already know, the subject
pronoun (yo) in Spanish is often omitted,
so we would usually just say Me lavo.
A common confusion is to think that ‘me’
somehow replaces ‘yo’ and means ‘I’, but it
doesn’t! Me lavo means therefore ‘I wash
myself’, or in real English ‘I have a wash’.
I’ll leave you to meditate on that one and
will carry on next month. See you then!
Jane Cronin’s ‘Step by Step Spanish’
articles are available as e-books at www.
janecronin.eu where you can also obtain
Jane’s ‘Step by Step Internet Spanish
Course’

‘I wash myself (or I have a wash)’ in Spanish
is Yo me lavo. ‘Yo’
is the subject, ‘lavo’
is the verb, and ‘me’
is the object and the
Reflexive Pronoun
(myself).
There are two quick
things to say about
this:
Firstly, notice that
in
Spanish
the
Reflexive Pronoun
goes in front of the
verb. In other words
we are saying ‘I
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Advertisers Directory

Page numbers are in black
Accountants:
Corral & Alcaraz (23)
Legal View (55)

968 078 754
968 153 957

Airport Parking:
Airpark Murcia (21)

618 806 989

Architects:
AticMur Architect (Eduardo) (47)
			684 347 999
Martinez de la Casa (9) 665 810 411
Bars, Cafés & Restaurants:
Cafeteria Plaza (48)
968 705 406
La Herradura Restaurante (57)
			656 264 514
The Grove (8/17)
692 342 859
Blinds - Repairs & Made to Measure
Brian Jones (65)
646 705 021
Curtain Call (23)
616 240 171
Builders/Building Services:
Alan Eustace (Dehumidification Service) (41) 		
609 265 899
C & G Fabrications (45) 		
			966 764 730
Camposol Aluminium (17/27) 		
			686 733 844
Casa Pro (18/45)
680 326 817
Colour Glass Window Tint (15)
			695 768 134
Concept Doors (7)
625 998 858
Dragon Build (9/)
711 030 762
Handyman Builder (24)		
			602 643 436
Kevin’s Flyscreens (19/21) 		
			650 662 579
Rhys Brightman (17/26) 		
			659 328 439
Woodworks Direct (7) 			
			649 540 016
Car Hire:
Bolnuevo Cars (61)

968 150 979

Cars
Sales/Mechanics/Services/
Spares:
Car Registrations Spain (3/19)
			711 001 721
Car Solutions Mar Menor SL (3)
			868 990 576
El Valle Autodesguace (55) 		
			968 630 600
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Ken Sherwood Mechanic (23) 		
			679 646 859
Kwik Fix (7/19)
634 317 310

Currencies Direct (39) 			
			968 976 383
TorFX (27)
+447502 151 913

Mobile Car Mechanic Peter (61)
			666 161 129
Specialist Vehicles SL (65) 		
			968 146 158

Funeral Plans:
ASSSA (13)
Los Alcazares
968 574 459
Pto de Mazarrón
968 153 396
English Funeral Director (13) 		
			650 631 719
Ibex Insurance (55)			
			958 595 945
Richardson Insurance Liberty Seguros (19/20) 		
669 046 167

Cleaning:
Camposol Cleaning Co (18/43)
			711 030 595
Camposol Oven Clean (24) 		
			634 312 853
Oven Cleaning Specialist (55) 		
		666 917 695
Rosy’s Cleaning Services (17/29)
			680 588 377
Computer Repairs/Sales/Servicing:
Alex Woods (16/18)
696 667 182
Locomurcia (65)
671 682 579
The Tech Shop (6)
965 058 499
Dentists:
Clinica Dental Dr Olivier Houdusse
(34) 			
968 153 645
Indent Dentist (Fuente Alamo) (36)
			968 596 306
LG Dental (36)		
968 186 660
Electricians & Electricals
Evergreen Electrica (13/18) 		
			951 773 477
Louis Harris (7)
619 712 821
Professional Electrician (59) 		
			680 588 377
TJ Electricals (51)
868 181 121
Entertainment:
Harlequin Rock Choir (63)		
			628 149 840
Spangles (53/63) 			
info@spangleschorus.com
XLR Radio (26) 			
		www.xlrradio.co.uk
Equipment Hire:
Bolnuevo Cars (61)

968 150 979

Finance:
Blacktower Financial Management
(43)
Office 		
968 187 331
Keith 		
657 684 094

Furniture:
DFS (53) 		
968 334 194
Furniture Plus (19/75) 		
			968 153 907
Gardening:
Anchor Landscapes (23) 		
			622 648 038
Garden Center 2003 (10/19) 		
			626 957 599
Jardineria El Milagro (16/19/72)
			605 778 351
Rosy’s (17/29) 			
			680 588 377
Watermaid (33)
646 705 088
Hairdressers & Barbers:
Karalee’s (21) 		
868 110 254
The Salon & Salon 2 (17/35) 		
			691 916 717
Top2Toe (18/36)
711 025 016
Health & Beauty:
Cambridge 1:1 Diet (36) 		
			673 162 695
El Alamillo Wellness (6/18) 		
			690 728 345
Healthy H20 (51)
666 302 987
Karalee’s (21) 		
868 110 254
The Salon & Salon 2 (17/35)		
			691 916 717
Top2Toe (18/36)
711 025 016
Heating & Aircon:
Camposol Heating
(55) 			
Louis Harris (7)
TJ Electricals (51)
Workking (17/21)

&

Maintenance
968 199 184
619 712 821
868 181 121
658 302 689
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Home Furnishings:
Curtain Call (23)

616 240 171

Insurance:
ASSSA (13)
Los Alcazares
968 574 459
Pto de Mazarrón
968 153 396
Ibex (55)		 968 595 945
Nash Warren (7)
968 156 583
Richardson Insurance Liberty Seguros (19/20) 669 046 167
Internet Services/Internet Cafés:
IPhone Repairs
(27)		
			663 675 502
Locomurcia (65)
671 682 579
Telecable (11)
Camposol
968 171 144
Los Alcazares 868 170 700
Kitchens/Bathrooms:
Concept Doors (7)
Workking (17/21)

625 998 858
658 302 689

Legal Services:
Car Solutions Mar Menor SL (3/19)
			868 990 576
Corral & Alcaraz (23) 968 078 754
Costa Cálida Property Serv (61)
			968 199 251
Ferrandez (15)
Cartagena
968 521 008
Hacienda del Alamo 		
			968 157 326
Pto de Mazarrón 		
			968 154 521
Gestoria Carvajal (23/65)
9 6 8
154 045
Legal View (55)
968 153 957
Professional & Legal Solutions (7)
Pto de Mazarrón 		
			968 595 826
La Manga
968 175 552
Spanish Number Plates (17/71)
			966 753 375
Locksmiths:
247 LocksmithSpain (17/40) 		
			711 006 510
Alan Eustace Locksmith (41) 		
			609 265 899
Keysmar (41) 		
968 596 186

Plumbers:
Brian Jones (65)
646 705 021
Camposol Heating & Maintenance
(55) 			
968 199 184
Paul the Plumber (56) 634 326 804
Printing & Design:
Entorno Grafico (25)

968 654 007

Property
Rentals/Management/
Maintenance:
Brian Jones (65)
646 705 021
Casa Pro (18/45)
680 326 817
Spaindinavia (32)
643 414 664
Spot On (12) 		
641 562 833
Property Sales/Purchases:
5 Real Estate (76)
965 999 059
Camposol/Villamartin/Quesada/
Jávea/Los Dolses
Another World Properties (19/37)
			968 592 679
Camposol Property Sales (2/19
			631 484 511
Prime Property Murcia (8) 		
			868 580 320
Spaindinavia (32)
643 414 663

663 675 502
965 058 499

Translation:
Alex Woods (24hr) (16/18) 		
			696 667 182
Costa Cálida Property Serv (61)
			968 199 251
TV & Satellite:
IPhone Repairs
(27) 		
			663 675 502
Locomurcia (65)
671 682 579
Rainbow Satellites (18/49) 		
			686 358 475
Telecable (11)
Camposol 		
968 171 144
Los Alcazares 		
868 170 700
Web TV (15) 		
647 424 430
Veterinary Clinics:
Clinica Veterinaria Sur Este, Pilar de
la Horadada (52)
965 352 438

Retail Outlets
DFS (53) 		
968 334 194
Furniture Plus (19/75)
9 6 8
482 456
Keysmar (41) 		
968 596 186
Rose Parker Art Gallery (18/22)
			634 345 763
The Tech Shop (6)
965 058 49 9
TJ Electricals (51)
868 181 121
Security:
247 LocksmithSpain (17/40) 		
			711 006 510
Alan Eustace Locksmith (41) 		
			609 265 899
C & G Fabrications (45) 966 764 730
Erik’s Metal Works (33) 		
			636 050 008
Keysmar (41) 		
968 596 186
Solar Power:
Freesol (39)		
659 232 507
Solar Directa (17/47) 659 315 130
Workking (17/21)
658 302 689

Woodworks Direct (7) 			
			649 540 016

Sport & Leisure:
Rose Parker Art Gallery (18/22)
			634 345 763
Sunflight Aviation (15) 		
			634 313 972
XLR Radio (26) 			
		www.xlrradio.co.uk

Pinturas Acosta (18/55) 		
			626 960 354
Professional Electrician (59) 		
			680 588 377
Rhys Brightman (17/26) 		
			659 328 439
Spot On (12) 		
641 562 833

Providers/Re-

Removals & Storage:
Lord’s Removals (73) 608 061 872
Mar Menor Removals (22) 		
			968 564 298

Outdoor Living:
Camposol Aluminium (17/27) 		
		686 733 844
DFS (53) 		
968 334 194
Dragon Build (9/)
711 030 762
Furniture Plus (19/75)			
			968 482 456

Painting and Decorating:
A1 Painting & Decorating (18/43)
			611 299 681

Telephone/Mobile
pairs:
IPhone Repairs (27)
The Tech Shop (6)

Spas & Hot Tubs:
Eurospas (5)

650 722 905

Swimming Pool Construction/Maintenance/Repairs:
David Pools (9/17)
686 733 844
Dragon Build (9/19)
711 030 762
Köhn Pool Service (30)			
			626 684 979
Watermaid (33)
646 705 088
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Turn 500€ into 1500€ in one year with
no work!
12 reasons why Bitcoin ‘could’ make you
rich!
1* Limited supply; only 21 million Bitcoins will ever be minted. A huge number
have already been bought up by institutions
and retail investors. If only 21 million Euros were ever printed, can you imagine how
much a ‘single’ Euro could be worth!!!
2* PayPal was the first mainstream organization to announce their payment options
now in Bitcoin. PayPal announced that its
customers will be able to buy and sell Bitcoin and other virtual currencies using their
PayPal accounts. Those virtual coins could
then be used to buy things from the 26
million sellers which accept PayPal
3* Banks now have regulations in place
to use Crypto currency. More and more
banks worldwide are now accepting Bitcoin as payment currency including BBVA in
Spain.
4* BILLIONAIRES are buying it up! They
are trying to buy all available Bitcoin and
several billionaires have HUGE holdings! Ordinary retail customers like you and I can also
have a slice of this massive opportunity. Retail will get pushed out by the big boys eventually, so now is a great time to get some for
yourself before it all gets bought up.
5* Hedge Fund Managers are jumping in to
add the Bitcoin to their portfolios and in an
interview with CNBC, the CEO of Coinshares,
Danny Masters, said that the absence of Bitcoin in any investment manager’s portfolio
has become an asset risk.
6* Pension Fund Managers are getting involved too. In a study carried out by Nairametrics, using various crypto exchange data
feeds, results show many Pension Funds,
Hedge Funds and Family Offices around the
world are increasingly going into crypto assets because of its low correlation to other
financial assets and low-cost transactional
charges in executing large trades.
7* Digital currency is the future. We already think nothing of having our bank/visa
card swiped to pay for transactions and now
many exchanges selling Bitcoin offer cards
where these can be used in the same way.
Instead of debiting your Euros from your
bank account, Bitcoin (or a fraction of one)
can also be debited to pay for your groceries.
8* Deflationary. With the deflationary aspect of Bitcoin almost set in stone compared
to the inflationary use of ordinary currency,
over time, wealth will increase despite debits
for occasional day-to-day purchases. Goods
are priced in Euros/Dollars/Pounds etc and
are bound to increase over time given the
huge money printed by worldwide governments. Bottom line; Flat currency devalues over time - Bitcoin inflates in value
over time.
9* Digital Gold. Although Bitcoin is classed
as digital ‘gold’, unlike gold, which cannot be
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used in day-to-day transactions, Bitcoin can
already be used in this way. In addition, you
do not have hold it in a vault or in your underbuild! Most exchanges now hold the private keys to your investment in highly secure
offline (cold storage) wallets which adds to
their and the owners’ security.
10* Privacy. How many of us have failed
to pay a bill online on time or tax demand,
only to find that that amount has magically
disappeared from your bank account? This
Cannot Happen With Bitcoin!
11* At least 5% PA guaranteed! Simply having your chosen exchange hold your
asset for you in their custodial wallet will
give a yield of around 5% PA. In addition
to the increase in price expected in Bitcoin
over time, when compounded weekly, this
can generate a real return in double figures
around 100 times more than you would get
in a bank deposit.
12* Huge price gain potential. With
many people expecting the stock markets
to correct significantly over the coming year
thanks to the crazy gains in stocks during
the numerous rounds of money printing,
the price of Bitcoin is expected to hold up
in these events adding more value to your
investment.
Please note I am not a financial advisor
and the price of any asset can go down
as well as up.
Last month I introduced you to the idea of
substantial returns from Bitcoin. I quoted
“New York Times bestselling author of
the book Rich Dad, Poor Dad has been
recommending his followers buy gold and
Bitcoin. He calls for gold to reach $3,000 an
ounce and Bitcoin to reach $75,000 within
the next three years. This make the current
price of around $19000 look cheap”!
Whilst you will be reading this in February,
I am writing this for the printing deadline in
the 2nd week of January and the price is a
staggering $36,000 PER COIN! Had you have
been brave enough to buy £1000 worth of
Bitcoin in December, just one month later
you would be sitting on a return of £1900!
If the price corrects downward over the
coming weeks this would be an even better
buy, almost like getting a hefty discount on a
major purchase!
The big institutions are buying up all the
available coins to feather their own nests
as a massive hedge against the inflationary
stimulus packages by every government in
the world. They are simply ‘printing’ money
to survive the current financial crisis. This
will ultimately be paid for by, guess who? You
and I, in future taxation!
With updated predictions now looking at
a $250.000 Bitcoin by the year’s end and
with only 21million coins EVER going to be
available, the future looks bright for those
wise enough to see the enormous potential
(like the big institutions) to also climb aboard
the crypto currency market place.
However there are far less volatile ways of
investing into the crypto currency arena,

producing impressive returns related to the
Bitcoin digital currency evolution. The one I
have money invested in, has so far returned
a whopping 22% over the past two months.
Anyone with money sitting in dead accounts
generating tiny yields, less than 1%, should
consider learning more about the future of
investing where payments and transfers are
instant, cost almost nothing and are now
being accepted by PayPal as well as other
who will follow. This is not just about an
investment opportunity, but also a way of
transferring and generating wealth, whilst
also potentially giving us all more options of
a nursing home should we reach that stage!
As with last month’s article, we all know that
moving ‘outside the box’ into decentralized
and unregulated banking systems comes
with a red warning label, so only use money
you could potentially afford to lose, but with
investment options starting at just 500€, if
the growth of Bitcoin continues as experts
investors predict, just 500€ in one year could
be worth around 2000€!
Why? Even after the pandemic is a distant
memory, things will never go back to how
things were?
The Digital revolution has arrived and is now
in every part of our lives. Everyone carries
a digital computer in their pocket with our
phone.
Digital streaming media like Netflix means
traditional Satellite TV has seen a massive
decline. People are now able to watch
what they want when they want. Digital
transactions online means most of us are
now only visiting shops for food, whilst all
other purchases are gaining massive ground
thanks to retailers like Amazon. How long
before they too (like PayPal) allow payments
in Bitcoin?
Digital ‘face to face’ doctors’ appointments
are very much with us and now also ‘over the
phone’ appointments while the computer at
the other end will decide your treatment! The
Amazon Echo Dot can make your purchases
online just by asking it verbally. It can tell
us jokes, play any music we like as well us
create a ‘to do list’ just by asking! Simply
say “Alexa call my daughter” this can connect
you hands-free and rapidly over the internet.
Whilst many of the retired population has
been dragged screaming into the digital
revolution, it is inevitable with the meltdown
of our trusted and old fashioned coins and
notes, that a new way is on the horizon in
a currency that is already being adopted.
Bitcoin is available, regulated and accepted
by retailers. Even your tax man will be happy
for his tax bill to be paid in Bitcoin. Finally
we are now seeing wages being paid in digital
coins. This has already begun in the USA
with sports stars opting for 50% cash and
50% in, yes you guessed it, Bitcoin.
For
more
information
about
what
options you could invest in, email me at
andrewhurrell2000 @yahoo.com
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